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ABSTRACT 

UV radiation is an essential unit operation in ultra pure water treatment systems 

for its efficiency in treating microbes and oxidizing organics. This research 

investigated all factors that affect the ability of UV light to deactivate and kill 

microorganisms. More specifically, bacterial growth conditions and the UPW 

stimulation time were investigated. The two major UV lights sources, UV254 and UV 

185, were compared. The resulting death rates of bacteria living in UPW indicate that 

UV 185 is very effective in killing bacteria, and even more powerful than UV254, 

providing there is no mass transfer limitations.   

The effect of UV light on bacteria surviving in UPW system was also 

investigated. Mutants with different phenotypes were found with both strains of 

bacteria used in this research. Partial 16s rRNA test precluded the possibility of 

contamination. Fortunately, two types of mutation happened. One was sustainable 

across microbial generations which suggest a genetic variation. The other one may be 

from alteration in gene expression controlled at the transcriptional level, since the 

strain readily reverted to the original phenotype. Compared with original or wild type 

cells, mutants are more resistant to UV light, indicating that bacteria in UPW have the 

ability to adjust and adapt to UV treatment.  

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was used to explore bacterial surface 

and structural differences existing between the original and mutant bacteria. The goal 

was to understand some of the cell structure changes that occur after exposure to UV 

light. FTIR turned out to be a useful tool in this exploration, indirectly supplying 

information that the mutant strain used in this research had a differently organized cell 
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membrane, and a more adhesive cell-wall. This observation is consistent with the 

well-known protective mechanism for bacteria living in aquatic environment to form 

biofilms. The spectra also indicated a more stable protein structure in the mutant. 

Furthermore, the indication of an increase in ribose-5-phosphate in the mutant 

suggested an increase in ability to repair nucleic acids. Overall, the FTIR spectra did 

give some indirect evidences in explaining the higher UV resistant property of the 

mutant. One may find more help from FTIR spectra in the future, so that a 

breakthrough point in completely eliminating microorganisms in UPW may be 

achieved based on the structural and component changes indicated by FTIR. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Outline 

This dissertation is comprised of six chapters and two appendices. Chapter 1 

introduces the background of this study. Chapter 2 provides general information of the 

techniques and methods used in this research. Chapter 6 contains overall conclusions 

and suggestions for future work. 

 Three manuscripts for publication are found in Chapter 3 through Chapter 5. 

Chapter 3 pertains to investigating all factors affecting the efficiency of ultraviolet 

disinfection. Chapter 4 discusses UV radiation effects on bacteria surviving in UPW 

systems, and all of the property changes presented by the mutant strains induced by 

UV exposure. Chapter 5 focuses on the analysis of bacterial component and structure 

characteristics using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. All experiment results 

and related conclusions are summarized in the manuscripts.  

Appendix A is provided to give the assignment of FTIR peaks to specific cell 

components and structure characteristics.  Appendix B contains raw data from 16S 

rRNA analysis. 

1.2 Background 

Ultra pure water (UPW) is widely used in the semiconductor and pharmaceutical 

industries. Achieving and maintaining high quality UPW is extremely important in 

light of its widespread use in the manufacture of semiconductor integrated circuits. 

The technology of the industry has advanced so rapidly over the past few years that it 
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has redefined cleanliness and purity requirements, specifically with regard to the need 

for quantitatively removing colloidal silica, particles, total organic carbon (TOC), 

microorganisms, organism fragments and metal ions from the water.  Among these 

contaminants, microorganisms are unique. Living entities, like bacteria and virus, 

proliferate. Moreover, they may invade the water system again by contact of dirty air 

or piping surface after removal. Given a hospitable environment, a small amount of 

bacteria can give rise to a significant population.  

The hazards of the presence of bacteria in UPW are obvious. For the 

pharmaceutical industry, infection may result from occurrence of bacteria not only in 

transfusible formulations, but also from oral and topical medicines. In microelectronic 

devices, the circuitry imprints on the semiconductor chips are very dense, one 

bacterium or its degradation fragment may bridge on the chip surface, causing a short 

circuit (Stoecker and Pope, 1986). In addition, the deposit of organic material in 

semiconductor rinse water causes unwanted mist on silicon chips, resulting in 

biofouling as well. Control of microorganisms is always a central part of any water 

purification effort, and always will be (Mittelman, 1986; Dial and Chu, 1987). 

1.2.1 UPW treatment system 

A general Ultra pure water system is shown by Figure 1.1. Normally, it consists of 

two major stages, primary purification and polishing loop, which incorporate a variety 

of steps like carbon absorption, water softener, reverse osmosis, ozone sterilization, 

UV treatment, deionization, and ultrafiltration. Each unit operation has been 

developed for a specific application, as carbon absorption is used for water 

preliminary filtration and impurity adsorption; reverse osmosis is for water 
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desalination; water softener reduces the dissolved heavy metal irons in hard water by 

sedimentation; ozone and UV treatment are specialized for bacterial sterilization; 

deionization and ultrafiltration eliminate the residual small molecules and ions from 

previous steps. Nitrogen gas is often used to fill the headspace in the UPW storage 

tank instead of air to avoid carbon dioxide and oxygen dissolving in the water. 

 

Figure 1.1  Schematic illustration of the UPW system (Pilot scale, University of Arizona). 

1.2.2 Bacteria living in UPW systems 

Microorganisms can be separated into two groups based on Gram staining. Gram 

positive bacteria will retain the crystal violet dye when washed in decolorizing 

solution using the Gram staining protocol, while Gram negative bacteria will not due 

to the thinner peptidoglycan layer in their cell wall. Correspondingly, the 

characteristics of each group are different. Gram positive bacteria can survive under 

high temperature, but cannot stand short supplies of nutrients. Gram negative bacteria 

are much more sensitive to elevated temperature than lack of nutritional components. 

They can be killed by temperatures higher than 60oC, but still can find enough 
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nutrients even in water with extremely lower nitrogen and carbon. Therefore, Gram 

negative bacteria play a major role in UPW systems. 

Most Gram negative bacteria are pathogenic. The outer half of the lipid bilayer of 

their outer membranes contain lipopolysaccharide (LPS), known as endotoxins. Small 

quantities of LPS shed from the outer membrane in blood or spinal fluid may cause 

problems from fever to shock and even death (Gould et al., 1990). LPS consists of 

three parts: lipid A, core polysaccharides and O-polysaccharides. The last two 

compose the hydrophilic chains with length varying from 3,000 to 25,000 Daltons 

depending on different endotoxins (Sweadner et al., 1977). Lipid A is the hydrophobic 

part of LPS. In a polar medium like water, lipid A tends to aggregate, forming vesicles 

and other membranous structures reflecting surrounding water qualities, such as the 

pH, and the ion concentration (Costerton et al., 1987). 

1.2.3 Biofilm in aquatic surroundings 

No surface exists that can avoid biofouling. Trace organics present in water tend 

to be absorbed immediately on the encountered surface. First, the hydrophobic 

property of organic matter may favor the adsorption onto the surface to decrease the 

free surface energy. Second, the opposite charge between surfaces and organics also 

drives the attachment. Finally, organic molecules tend to concentrate at the solid-

liquid interface for increased entropy (Characklis, 1981; Peyton and Characklis, 1995). 

As a result, microorganisms will be attracted to the concentrated organic layer. 

Brownian motion, molecular diffusion, flow effects, gravity effects and chemotaxis 

are all driving forces for cellular adhesion. Adhesion of microorganisms triggers 

secretion of exopolysaccharide. Then when cells divide while adhered to the surface, 
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bacterial colonies are formed. The extracellular polysaccharide can further 

concentrate nutrients and encourage cell to cell adhesion (Hoyle et al., 1993). A well-

developed biofilm is a glycocalyx matrix containing bacteria. The glycocalyx matrix 

is very capable of hydration, making the biofilm gelatinous and slippery. Nutrients 

and metabolites are readily exchanged between bacteria within the biofilm and the 

bulk water solution. 

A biofilm acts as a protective shield to microorganisms contained within one. It 

restricts diffusion of large molecules and bind antimicrobials (Hoyle B et al., 1990). 

The bacteria living in a biofilm may alter their metabolic activity, developing a 

“biofilm-specific biocide-resistant phenotype due to the heterogeneous nature of the 

biofilm” (Mah and O’Toole, 2001). In addition, a biofilm can protect the bacteria 

from UV radiation by blocking most of the UV light.  Only a small amount can travel 

through the film layer (13% UVC, 31% UVB, 33% UVA of the total amount present 

at the biofilm surface) (Elasri and Miller, 1999). Organisms living in biofilm may be 

stimulated to regenerate and proliferate more effectively after a small dose of UV 

radiation (Schwartz et al., 2003).  

 Microorganisms living in water system can be divided into two parts, fixed ones, 

those living in biofilm, and planktonic ones, those freely floating in the water flow. 

Most bacteria in aquatic systems are attached on surfaces, and the ratio between 

sessile and free floating bacteria could vary from 1,000 to 10,000.  In UPW systems, 

this division is even more extreme because the fraction of organisms contained in 

biofilms increases with decreased nutrient levels in water (Geesey G.G., 1988).  

1.2.4 Disinfection in water treatment 
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Heat, chlorine, ozone, UV radiation and chemicals are often used in water 

disinfection. The pharmaceutical industry favors treatment systems involving heat to 

sharply reduce the threat of gram negative bacteria. These organisms make up the vast 

majority of the organisms living in highly purified water, and they are very sensitive 

to elevated temperature. Chlorine, ozone, and some chemicals are efficient in both 

killing planktonic organisms and destroying biofilms provided enough contact time. 

Since treatment with chlorine and other chemicals may also entail formation of 

unwanted by-products, they are excluded from treating flowing water in UPW system. 

These are used for periodic sanitization operations. In spite of the high capital cost 

and operating cost, continuous or frequent usage of ozone is necessary to protect 

against bacterial growth and biofilm formation after biofilm removal. Furthermore, 

UV light is required as a catalyst in ozone treatment and to remove residual ozone at 

points of use.  UV light alone is a very good and convenient disinfectant. It requires a 

very short residence time, no residual chemicals remain, no unwanted by-products are 

formed, it is relatively easy to handle, requires little maintenance, and has low capital 

and operating costs (Meltzer, 1997). It’s been widely used to treat potable water, 

process water and waste water. Effective UV treatment requires a high degree of 

water clarity. It is an important component of UPW purification systems. 

As previously stated, no surface can be exempt from biofouling, therefore periodic 

sanitization is necessary for UPW systems to destroy and remove fixed biofilms.  

Thus, even though UV light is shielded by the exopolysaccharide matrix, and is not 

efficient in dealing with biofilms, periodic sanitization with ozone can remove these. 

On the other hand, the purpose of UPW treatment is to eliminate as many impurities 
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as possible, and keep the bulk or flowing water as pure as possible. Based on this 

point, the formation of a biofilm is beneficial to water purification, as the organisms 

in the biofilm not only release metabolites, but also collect and concentrate ionic 

components in flowing water, and the amount they release is less than the amount 

they collected to ensure biofilm enlargement. All material composing a biofilm 

originates in the bulk water. The more biofilm formed, the more impurities have been 

absorbed from the main water body.   

1.2.5 Ultraviolet light 

Ultraviolet light is electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength shorter than that 

of visible light, but longer than X-rays. The UV spectrum is divided into UVA 

(315~400nm), UVB (280~315nm), UVC (100~280nm) and Vacuum UV (40~100nm). 

The sun is the primary natural source of UV radiation.  The aerosphere acts as a UV 

filter protecting organisms on the earth from UV damage. Vacuum UV and UVC are 

completely absorbed by the atmosphere, and are never observed in nature. UVB is the 

type of most concern. It has enough energy to cause photochemical damage to cellular 

DNA, resulting in erythema, cataracts and skin cancer, and is not absorbed completely 

by atmosphere (Costin and Hearing, 2007). Most UVA can pass through the 

atmospheric protection reaching the earth. It used to be considered safe and is needed 

by humans for synthesis of vitamin D. However, it actually does the most amount of 

damage to the body, more than UVB. Overexposure to UVA could lead to toughening 

of the skin, suppression of the immune system, and the formation of cataracts 

(Sutherland, 1997).  

For disinfection purposes, UV265 is the most germicidal, because it is the specific 
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wavelength at which the maximum absorption occurs for DNA. While UV254 and 

UV185 are normally used in practical since UV lamps with mercury/argon mixtures 

provide the highest efficiencies, easiest operations, and best performances. Moreover, 

UV254 is also very efficient in inactivating and killing bacteria since it is only 11 

wavenumbers different from UV265. 

1.2.6 Mechanisms of UV disinfection 

UV kills or deactivates bacteria by penetrating the organism carapace, attacking 

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), RNA (ribonucleic acid) and enzyme molecules, 

causing serious damage like breaking chains, crosslinking DNA with itself, 

crosslinking DNA with other proteins, and forming other byproducts.  

Among all the cellular components, DNA and RNA are the most sensitive to UV 

light. Some aromatic amino acids also absorb UV. The absorbability is much less than 

that of nucleic acid (Vincent, 2000). Nevertheless, it still causes the breaking of 

protein chains, loss of enzymatic or biological functions (Lao and Glazer, 1996; 

Rajagopal et al., 1998).UV light has little effect on polysaccharides and lipids. 

Polysaccharide was reported as an antioxidant protecting lipids from UV damage 

(Trommer, 2005). Furthermore, UV exposure can influence the relocation of newly 

fixed carbon to lipid, protein, polysaccharide and other small compounds (Arts and 

Rai, 1997). After DNA absorbs UV 254, intra-strand linkages form between two 

adjacent pyrimidines, usually thymines in a DNA strand, producing pyrimidine dimers 

and cytotoxic photoproducts (pyrimidine(6-4) pyrimidone) (Figure 1.2&3). The 

pyrimidine dimmers are the most abundant cytotoxic lesions, while 6-4 photoproducts 

may cause more serious mutagenic effects. When irradiated with light longer than 290 
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nm, 6-4 photoproducts can transform into Dewar isomers (Figure 1.3) (Sinha and 

Hader, 2002). These dimers and photoproducts essentially create distortion in the 

DNA helix and affect replication and transcription. DNA polymerase cannot replicate 

past a T-dimer by recognizing the weak H-bonding between T-dimer and paired 

adenines (A) as a mismatch. If this DNA damage keeps accumulating without 

repairing in time, the bacteria may die or be deactivated. In a UPW system, a filtration 

unit typically follows a UV254 radiation source to remove most microorganisms no 

matter if they are alive or dead. 

 

Figure 1.2.  Illustration of the formation of thymine dimer by UV light and repair 

mechanism. 
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Figure 1.3.  Formation of 6–4 photoproducts and their Dewar valence isomers by UV light. 

UV185, shorter in wavelength, and correspondingly more powerful, can break the 

bonds in organic molecules by direct UV radiation. The reaction is very slow, and is 

not affective on all types of organic bonds (Yabe et al., 1989). In addition, in water 

systems, this effect is limited by absorption of light in the water. Table 1.1 

summarizes the relative bonding energies of various organic linkages, and the 

possibility of their dissociation by UV185. 
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Table 1.1 Dissociation energies for interatomic bonds in organic substances. 

 
 

 However, UV185 can react with water, forming active intermediate reactants, like 

hydroxyl and hydroperoxyl free radicals, which oxidize organic matter present in 

UPW systems effectively, converting them into small molecules like water and 

dissolved carbon dioxide gas (Meltzer, 1997; Governal and Shadman, 1992; Peyton 

and Characklis, 1995). Degassifier and ion-exchange units usually follow a UV185 

unit in order to eliminate gases and ions produced during the oxidation process. 

Bond

Dissociation 

Energy

Max. Wavelength 

for Dissociation

Possiblility of 

dissociation

C-C 82.6 346.1 yes

C=C 145.8 196.1 yes

C=C 199.6 143.2 no

C-CL 81.0 353.0 yes

C-F 116.0 246.5 yes

C-H 98.7 289.7 yes

C-N 72.8 392.7 yes

C=N 147.0 194.5 yes

C.N 212.6 134.5 no

C-O 85.5 334.4 yes

C=O(aldehyde) 176.0 162.4 no

C=O(ketone) 179.0 159.7 no

C-S 65.0 439.9 yes

C-S 166.0 172.2 no

H-H 104.2 274.4 yes

N-N 52.0 549.8 yes

N=N 60.0 476.5 yes

N.N 226.0 126.6 no

N-N(NH) 85.0 336.4 yes

N-N(NH3) 102.2 280.3 yes

N-O 48.0 595.6 yes

N-O 162.0 176.5 no

O-O(O2) 119.1 240.1 yes

?O-O? 47.0 608.3 yes

O-H(H2O) 117.5 243.3 yes

S-H 83.0 344.5 yes

S-N 115.2 248.6 yes

S-O 119.0 240.3 yes
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However, an anion-exchange unit can be the source of bacterial re-growth, therefore, 

additional UV254 disinfection and further ultra-filtration is needed (Figure 1.1). 

1.2.7 DNA repair mechanisms 

Most forms of life evolved with some exposure to sun light, which includes 

significant amounts of UV irradiation. Thus, the process of evolution has addressed 

UV-induced damage by generating mechanisms to reverse mutational changes in 

DNA in order to insure that fidelity of replication occurs (Figure 1.2). Without DNA 

repair systems, bacteria could be killed by a change in a single thymine dimer, if the 

affected amino acid is required for a vital protein function (Pontius, 1990).  

 The reversal repair mechanisms fall into three classes. First is photoreactivation 

or light repair. Upon absorbing visible light, preferentially from the violet/blue end of 

the spectrum, an enzyme known as photolyase can bind complementary DNA strands 

and break pyrimidine dimers, converting them back to the original bases. Second is 

the excision repair, which is also called dark repair. As the name implies, it removes 

the damaged nucleotide and inserts in its place an undamaged nucleotide 

complementary to the nucleotide in the undamaged DNA strand without the need of 

light. There are three different methods for excision repair: (1) base excision repair, 

which repairs damage due to single nucleotide by AP endonucleases; (2) nucleotide 

excision repair, which repairs damage by removing the damaged nucleotide along 

with many other adjacent nucleotides, even though only one base may need to be 

corrected. A variety of different enzymes are required in this repair process; (3) 

mismatch repair, which accounts for 99% of all repairs. It corrects mispaired 

nucleotides resulting from DNA replication and recombination errors. The third 
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mechanism of repair is the post replicative (recombinational) translesion bypass repair. 

In this repair, polymerase skips over the lesion and leaves a large gap. Then the gap is 

repaired by enzymes in a recombination system. 

Besides the repair of DNA damage, which is not mutagenic as the damage is 

repaired, another cellular response to DNA damage is referred to as DNA damage 

tolerance mechanism, or the SOS response. It is only triggered when DNA damages 

are too great to be repaired by other repair systems. They allow cells to survive 

overwhelming UV damage at the cost of mutagenesis.  

Along with those repair and tolerance mechanisms, bacteria have evolved the 

ability to sense and respond to rapid environmental attack by alternating gene 

expression. It is often controlled at the transcriptional level through changes in 

association between the catalytic core of RNA polymerase and the different sigma 

factors present in a bacterial cell (Borukhov and Nudler, 2003). The function of RNA 

polymerase is to recognize appropriate genes under specific environmental conditions, 

creating the mRNA transcripts that can be translated into new proteins. Sigma factors 

are dissociable subunits of prokaryotic RNA polymerase. Once a sigma factor 

associates with RNA polymerase, holoenzyme forms and recognizes conserved DNA 

motifs called promoter sites that precede gene sequences. The sigma subunit separates 

from the core RNA polymerase right after the transcription begins, becoming 

available for another association. Associations between various factors and core RNA 

polymerase actually control the ability of the RNA polymerase holoenzyme to 

recognize different promoter sequences and express totally different sets of target 

genes (Boor, 2006).  
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1.2.8 Factors affecting UV treatment 

UV treatment has been widely applied in water disinfection systems. Nevertheless 

its application has been rather erratic and no accepted standard has been established. 

Compared to other disinfection methods, the performance of UV is influenced more 

by factors of water quality, water flow rate, water dispersion, and water temperature 

(White and Mittleman, 1990). Optically clear water may contain some soluble 

molecules and suspended particles that absorb the UV radiation and limit its 

germicidal effects. Humic acids, some hydrocarbons, sugars and iron salts, all have 

this adsorptive effect (Alkan et al., 2007). This is why before UV treatment, 

suspended particles and iron concentrations should be reduced by reverse osmosis or 

deionizing resin. It is also known that water itself is a transmission barrier. For 

example, UV light below 200 nm is absorbed by the water at very short distances. 

 Water flow rate in UV devices directly corresponds to the water dwell time. 

Suspended organisms must reside in the radiation area for some time to accept enough 

lethal dosage.  Normally, customers use UV units three and four times the size needed 

to ensure a massive UV dose (Tsuchizaki, 1983). Different geometric of the radiation 

chambers give different water flow patterns. Film reactors are designed especially to 

minimize the thickness of the flow channel. In addition, if a flowrate is to be used in a 

device designed for a higher flow, the internal baffling of the unit must be altered to 

provide the requisite turbulent flows. Otherwise, the water may flow through the unit 

at a distance of 1 to 2 inches from the lamps, which is too long to receive the desired 

dose of UV, as UV attenuates rapidly with distance. 

Water temperature may also influence the relative UV intensity. To optimize 
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thetemperature effect by water, UV lamps are always covered within quartz sleeves or 

jackets, which are transparent to UV light and act as temperature buffers. 

Finally, the radiation output of a UV lamp depends upon the life span of the 

device. The light intensity generated by the lamp deteriorates with time. The light 

manufacturer suggests replacing the lamp after 10,000 hours of use.  

1.2.9 The application UV radiation in waste water treatment 

UV has had wide application in waste water treatment in place of chlorine, iodine, 

or other chemicals. Because no chemicals are used, the treated water has no adverse 

effect on organisms that later consume it, as may be the case with other methods. In 

the United Kingdom and the United States, UV light is becoming the most common 

means of disinfection because of the concerns about the impacts of chlorine in 

chlorinating residual organics in the wastewater and in chlorinating organics in the 

receiving water.  

It used to be thought that UV disinfection was more effective for bacteria and 

viruses, which have more exposed genetic material, than for larger pathogens which 

have outer coatings or that form cyst states that shield their DNA from the UV light. 

However, recent developments show that ultraviolet radiation is also effective in 

inactivating protozoan cysts and oocysts (Shin et al., 2000). The findings resulted in 

increased momentum in application of UV in wastewater treatment and drinking 

water treatment. 
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1.3 Goal of this research 

Most previous studies focus on understanding the mechanisms of bacterial stress 

response to UV radiation at the gene level, the macroscopic effect of UV radiation, or 

the improvement of practical UV apparatus, and most focus on sessile or biofilm 

bacteria. In this research, besides summarizing and investigating all the factors that 

could affect the UV radiation efficiency, we also investigated the effect of different 

bacterial growth conditions, which is the focus of Chapter 3.  Then we investigated 

the UV radiation effect on bacteria living in UPW systems, finding that different types 

of mutants formed and that these mutants are more resistant to UV radiation than the 

original or wild type. Furthermore, we compared the composition and structural 

differences between the original and mutant bacteria using FTIR technique. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 METHODS AND TECHNIQUES FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL 

ANALYSIS 

Two strains of the same species of bacteria surviving in UPW treatment systems 

were studied. Both of them were isolated from the pilot plant UPW system at the 

University of Arizona and identified using 16S RNA sequence analysis (McAlister et 

al, 2002). The strain designated 3A1 was isolated from the piping after the first 

UV254 treatment of in the pretreatment loop ; the strain designated MF254A was 

isolated from the pipe after the UV254 source in the polishing loop (Figure 2.3).UV 

radiation, PCR (polymerase chain reaction), 16S rRNA gene sequencing, transmission 

electron microscopy, and FTIR spectroscopy techniques were utilized in this research.  

2.1 UV radiation 

Figure 2.1 contains a schematic of how the experiments using UV light were 

carried out. The bacterial culture was placed on the stir plate under the UV lamp. The 

amount of UV 254 radiation was measured using a Hamamatsu UV power meter 

C8026/H8025 with sensor head H8025-254 (Hamamatsu photonics K.K.). The reactor 

volume was kept constant at 600 mL. Samples were taken every 15 seconds for up to 

5 minutes until no bacteria could be detected using a plating technique. This figure 

also illustrates some mutant colonies with different phenotypes shown as variable 

colored solid circle. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of UV radiation experiment procedure. 

Two different lamps were used. One was a G10T51/2L, ozone free, UV254 lamp 

and the other was a G10T51/2VH, ozone producing, nominal UV185 lamp (Atlanic 

Ultraviolet Corporation). The latter produces considerable ultraviolet output at 254 

nm and only a small amount at 185 nm (Figure 2.2). The difference between these two 

lamps is that G10T51/VH uses high purity fused quartz which is transparent to both 

254 nm and 185 nm, while the glass for G10T51/2L is only transparent to 254 nm 

light. Thus the power output of UV254 of both lamps should be almost the same if the 

lamps used are new or at the same age. 
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Figure 2.2 Relative spectral energy distributions.  

Because the natural death rates of the bacterial strains used in this research 

without UV radiation are very slow and negligible, the bacteria dying under the 

exposure of UV light can be attributed to the effect of UV light. The bacterial 

concentration changes with time for UV light for a particular wavelength λ according 

to the following equation (Crittenden et al., 2005):  

(
��

��
)� = −�	�
� 

Where (dC/dt)λ = rate of change in organisms exposed to light of wavelength λ 

C = organisms concentration exposed to light of wavelength λ, CFU/cm3 

Λλ = coefficient of specific lethality for light of wavelength λ, m2/J 

I λ = intensity of light at wavelength λ, W/m2a 

The specific bacterial deactivation coefficient Kd is defined as: 

Kd = Λλ I λc 
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which is a function of bacterial properties, light wavelength and light intensity. Since 

Kd of each reaction directly reflects the property of bacteria with the same light 

exposure and same light intensity, it is used as a scale in measuring the UV resistant 

property of each bacterial strain.  

Bacteria living in UPW systems are mostly gram negative, and several species 

seem to be indigenous to UPW systems. These include: Ralstonia pickettii, 

Bradyrhizobium sp., Xanthomonas sp., Pseudomonas saccharophilia, and 

Stenotrophomonas strains (Kulakov et al., 2002; Martyak et al., 1993; McAlister, 

2002). In this research, two strains of Xanthomonas sp. Bacteria, MF254A and 3A1 

were investigate. The UV energy required for destruction of these two bacteria at 

concentration of 109 CFU/cm3 is about 0.1 W.s/cm2. Abshire et al. (1988) reported 

that the decimal reduction time of Pseudomonas under exposure to a UV intensity of 

100µW/cm2 is lower than 2 minutes (Table 2.1). Therefore, the UV dosage required 

for destroying Pseudomonas sp. at the concentration of 109 CFU/cm3 is less than 0.1 

W.s/cm2. As Stenotrophomonas is closely related to Xanthomonas; Ralstonia pickettii 

and Bradyrhizobium sp. are related to Pseudomona, it is hypothesized that the UV 

destruction energies for bacterial species living in UPW system are around or below 

the UV dosage used in this research, and UV deactivating reaction tendency obtained 

from MF254A and 3A1 also applies to other bacterial strains living in UPW. 
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Table 2.1 D-values for selected organisms exposed to 100µW/cm2 UV intensity and 
the energy required to destroy bacteria at concentration of 109 CFU/cm3 

 

2.2 PCR and 16S rRNA gene Sequencing 

The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a technique widely used in molecular 

biology for cloning, sequencing or mutagenesis purposes. It amplifies a specific DNA 

sequence in vitro by repeated cycles of synthesis using specific primers and DNA 

polymerase. With the help of a heat-stable DNA polymerase, most commonly a Taq 

polymerase, certain primers can be used to copy a certain piece of DNA by enzymatic 

replication. As PCR progresses, the DNA thus generated is itself used as a template 

for replication. This sets in motion a chain reaction in which the DNA template is 

exponentially amplified. Up to billion-fold replications of DNA molecules can be 

achieved by PCR in a test tube. 

It is well known that some cellular macromolecules can be used as measures of 

evolutionary changes (evolutionary chronometers), which means the evolutionary 

distance between two organisms can be achieved by comparing differences in the 

nucleotide or amino acid sequence of macromolecules isolated from them. Ribosomal 

D-Valve(minute) Energy(W.S/cm2)
Escherichia coli 1.36 0.068

Staphylococcus
aureus

0.93 0.047

Streptococcus
faecium ~2.00

2 0.1

Pseudomonas
diminuta

1.98 0.099

Pseudomonas
putrefaciens

1.44 0.072

Pseudomonas
aeruginosa

0.6 0.03
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RNAs are “ancient molecules, functionally constant, universally distributed and 

moderately well conserved in sequences”, thus they are good candidates for 

evolutionary chronometers. There are three subunits of ribosome in prokaryotes, 5S, 

16S, 23S, correspondingly ~120, 1500, 2300 nucleotides for each molecule. The size 

of 5S rRNA is too small to obtain enough information, while 23S rRNA is relatively 

too large to be experimentally manageable. As a result, the sequence analysis of DNA 

using 16S rRNA gene has become prevalent in microbiology as a rapid, accurate 

alternative to phenotypic methods of bacterial identification. In this research, 

sequencing of 16S rRNA gene by PCR was used to identify the mutant strain as the 

same species as the original strain, precluding the possibility of contamination. 

Total DNA was isolated from bacterial colony grown onto RNA agar plate. DNA 

was extracted via boiling cells in 200 µl of water for 20 minutes. The amplification of 

the 16S rRNA was performed by PCR (Perkin Elmer DNA Thermal Cycler) with one 

set of universal primers, fD1 [5′-AGA-GTT-TGA-TCC-TGG-CTC-AG-3’]-rP2 [5′-

ACG-GCT-ACC-TTG-TTA-CGA-CTT-3′] (Weisburg et al, 1991).  

 One set of designed primers (Forward primer SXF: [5'-

GTACGGTCGCAAGACTG], positions 955 to 971; reverse primer SXR: [5'-

GCCCTCCCGAAGGTTAAG], positions 1527 to 1510; estimated fragment size is 

555bp) was used in verifying that the different phenotype colonies growing on plates 

after liquid cultures were exposed to UV light were mutants other and not 

contamination.  

Amplification was carried out in volumes of 25 µl with 12.5 µl of 2X Promerga 

Green mix, 0.5 µl of forward primer, 0.5 µl of reverse primer, both at 1 µM, 6.5 µl 
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water, and 5.0 µl template DNA.  The program used for the PCR was: denaturation at 

95⁰C for 3 minutes, followed by 35 cycles of 95⁰C for 1.5 minutes, 57.1⁰C for 1.5 

minutes, and 72⁰C for 1.5 minutes. PCR product purification was done according to 

QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit protocol (QiaGEN). Then amplified 16S rRNA was 

sequenced by Genomic Analysis & Technology Core at University of Arizona 

(Applied Biosystems 3730xl sequencers). The Sequencing Protocol is as follows: 

I. Make a 1:10 dilution of BigDye (100µl BigDye, 450µl RNase free water, 

450µl 5X Sequencing Buffer). 

II.  Add the reaction components in the following order: 5.5µl RNase free water, 

6µl 1:10 BigDye, 2.5µl DNA and 1µl primer. Seal the plate with clear 

amplification tape, spin it down and cycle using the BigDye Protocol. 

III.  Use EDGE Biosystems V3R Short Block for removal of unincorporated dye 

terminator. 

a. Set up a counter balance using another Short Block and balance on a 

digital scale to ensure that both are the same mass (± 0.010g). Spin blocks 

in centrifuge at 2100 rpm on max acceleration for 3 min to retrieve buffer. 

b. Transfer the completed reaction into the corresponding wells and balance. 

Place blocks in centrifuge and spin at 2100 rpm on max acceleration for 5 

min. 

IV.  Load the plate on the 3730XL sequencer. 

2.3 Transmission electron microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a microscopy technique whereby a 

beam of electrons is transmitted through an ultra thin specimen, interacting with the 
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specimen as they pass through. An image is formed from the interaction of the 

electrons transmitted through the specimen, which is magnified and focused by an 

objective lens onto an imaging device, such as a fluorescent screen, or a layer of 

photographic film, which is most common in TEMs. In this research, TEM was used 

to observe bacteria, to aid in the identification of bacterial species. 

To avoid destroying outer membrane features like flagella, bacterial strains used in 

this research were harvested from the late exponential stages after growth in R2A 

medium, without washing and centrifuge. They were stained with 2% 

phosphotungstic acid in water (pH 7.18), dried onto carbon and piloform coated 

copper grids, and then observed with a JEOL 100 CX II transmission electron 

microscope (TEM) in Spectroscopy and Image Facility at University of Arizona. 

2.4 Mechanism of FTIR spectroscopy technique 

Fourier transform spectroscopy is a measurement technique whereby spectra are 

collected based on measurements of the temporal coherence of a light source, using 

time-domain measurements of the electromagnetic radiation or other type of radiation. 

It can be applied to a variety of types of spectroscopy including optical spectroscopy, 

infrared spectroscopy (IR), nuclear magnetic resonance, mass spectrometry and 

electron spin resonance spectroscopy. Infrared spectroscopy is the subset of 

spectroscopy that deals with the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. It 

covers a range of techniques, the most common being a form of absorption 

spectroscopy. As with all spectroscopic techniques, it can be used to identify 

compounds or investigate sample composition.  

Fourier Transform spectrometer is used to measure the electromagnetic radiation 
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The equipment consists of a radiation source, interferometer, sample section, signal 

detector, and computer processor. The working mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

Light from the source is split into two beams by a beam splitter in the 

one is reflected off a fixed mirror and one off of a moving mirror which introduces a 

time delay. The beams interfere, allowing the temporal coherence of light to be 

measured at each different time delay setting, effectively converting the time domain 

into a spatial coordinate. By making measurements of the signal at many discrete 

positions of the moving mirror, the spectrum can be reconstructed using a Fourier 

transform of the temporal coherence of the light.   

ustration of FTIR working mechanism. 
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FTIR spectroscopy was used to detect the component and structural differences 

existing between the original bacterial strain isolated from the UPW system and its 

mutant induced by UV radiation. The goal was to determine what structural changes 

had occurred that could explain the higher UV resistance property observed for the 

mutant.
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CHAPTER 3  

FACTORS AFFECTING ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON BACTERIA 

SURVIVING IN ULTRAPURE WATER SYSTEMS 

3.1 Abstract 

Production of ultra pure water (UPW) is comprised of a large number of water 

purification stages and techniques (Couture and Capaccio, 1984; Zoccolante et al., 

1990).  Inactivating and eliminating bacteria from UPW is always a significant 

problem for semiconductor and pharmaceutical industries. To alleviate the problem, 

ultraviolet (UV) radiation is traditionally used for bacterial sterilization. The focus of 

this work is to understand the factors that influence the effectiveness of UV treatment 

in UPW systems.  In particular, the factors associated with bacterial conditions, such 

as the bacterial growth rate and UPW stimulation time were investigated.  It is shown 

that both affect the rate of deactivation by UV light.  Furthermore, it was determined 

that UV185 radiation, although limited by water absorption, is more efficient at 

deactivating bacteria and is more powerful than UV254 if given suitable transmission 

distance. 

3.2 Introduction 

Ultra-pure water (UPW) is widely used in semiconductor, pharmaceutical, food, 

and beverage industries. UPW free from bacteria is especially essential to the 

semiconductor and pharmaceutical industries, where a single bacterium or its 

degradation fragments may seriously damage the quality or contaminate the final 

products (Tsuchizaki, 1983; Kulakov et al., 2002). Studies of ultra-pure water systems 
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have demonstrated that oligotrophic bacteria survive in this extreme environment 

even though the water system contains between 12~20 unit operations to purify the 

water (Martyak et al., 1993). These unit operations include: carbon adsorption, reverse 

osmosis, ultraviolet radiation, ozone, ion-exchange, and ultra filtration. Ultraviolet 

(UV) radiation in particular is used to prevent bacteria from reproducing. Both 

UV254 and UV185 radiation sources are readily available for practical use. This is 

because mercury lamps are the most common and with the stimulation of an ignition 

voltage, particularly at low pressures, mercury atoms in their excited states radiate 

mainly at wavelengths of 254 nm, the resonance line; and 185 nm, the 

intercombination line.  

UV radiation kills bacteria by penetrating the organism outer layers, attacking 

DNA, RNA, and enzyme molecules. UV radiation at 265 nm is the most germicidal 

because this is the specific wavelength at which DNA maximally absorbs UV light 

(Meltzer, 1997). Thus, radiation near this wavelength, such as UV254 is also very 

efficient at inactivating and killing bacteria (Figure 3.1).  
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 Figure 3.1 Germicidal effectiveness as related to wavelength (Atlanic Ultraviolet Corporation). 

When DNA absorbs UV light, it causes the formation of pyrimidine dimmers 

(Figure 3.2) and cytotoxic photoproducts (pyrimidine(6-4) pyrimidone)  that 

deactivate DNA. Dimers arise when a covalent bond is formed between two adjacent 

thymine or cytosine molecules in a DNA strand. Furthermore, 6-4 photoproducts may 

transform into Dewar isomers by absorbance of certain wavelengthes UV light 

(Figure 3.3). Compared to pyrimidine dimmers, formation of 6-4 photoproducts may 

not be as readily achieved, but the Dewar isomers can cause serious and lethal 

mutagenic changes. Formation of these dimers and photoproducts essentially causes 

the DNA molecule to become deformed so that the DNA polymerase cannot pass the 

site of dimer formation and aid in replication of the DNA strands. Also, genes 

containing these dimers and/or photoproducts cannot be transcribed. Finally, UV 

radiation can cause more serious damage like breaking chains, crosslinking DNA with 

itself, crosslinking DNA with other proteins, and forming other byproducts 

(Rajeshwar and Donat-P., 2002). 
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Figure 3.2  Formation of thymine dimer by UV light. 

 

Figure 3.3 Formation of 6–4 photoproducts and their Dewar valence isomers by UV light. 

Even though UV254 is very efficient at deactivating bacteria, inactive bacteria 

are as much of a UPW contaminant as viable bacteria. Thus, UV185, which has a 

shorter wavelength, and correspondingly higher energy, is required to destroy the 

bacterial structure. UV185 can break the bonds in an organic molecule by direct UV 
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radiation. This action is slow and limited by the absorption of UV radiation by water.  

However, UV185 in an aqueous environment causes the production of hydroxyl and 

hydroperoxyl free radicals, which are active intermediate reactants that oxidize 

organic impurities efficiently (DeGenova, 2001). With the aid of the radical 

compounds, organic contaminants can be transformed into molecules such as water 

and dissolved carbon dioxide. Normally, degasifier and mixed bed deionizing resin 

units follow the UV source to eliminate gases and remove the ions produced during 

the oxidation process (Figure 3.4). Mixed bed ion-exchange resins are effective in 

removing small ions, but they also can be habitats for microbe re-growth, so after this 

process, there is the need for additional sterilization by UV254, and further filtration 

(Governal and Shadman, 1992).  

 

Figure 3.4 Schematic illustration of the UPW system (Pilot scale, University of Arizona). 

UV treatment has been widely applied in water disinfection systems. 

Nevertheless its application has been rather erratic and no accepted standard has been 

established. Compared to other disinfection methods, the performance of UV is 

influenced more by factors of water quality, water flow rate, water dispersion, and 
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water temperature (Bolton, 2004).  

Optically clear water may contain some soluble molecules and suspended 

particles that absorb the UV radiation and attenuate its germicidal effects. Trace 

amounts of magnesium, humic acids, some hydrocarbons, proteins, sugars and iron 

salts, all can shield microorganisms from UV absorption. That is why before UV 

treatment, suspended particles and iron concentrations should be removed by reverse 

osmosis or deionizing resin. It is also known that water itself is a transmission barrier. 

For example, UV light below 200 nm is adsorbed by the water at very short distances. 

Furthermore, the hardness and the pH value of water has big effect on UV efficiency 

by controlling metal solubility in water, as more UV absorbing metal may be present, 

more carbonate precipitation may shadow the UV light. 

 Water flow rate in UV devices directly corresponds to the water dwell time. 

Suspended organisms must reside in the radiation area for some time to receive a 

lethal dosage.  Normally, customers use UV units three and four times the size needed 

to ensure a massive UV dose (Meltzer, 1997). Different radiation chamber geometries 

provide different water flow patterns. Film reactors are designed specially to 

minimize the thickness of the flow channel. In general, an ideal UV reactor should be 

one with perfect radial mixing so that microorganisms can receive equal UV doses 

with limited longitudinal mixing (Bolton, 2000).  

Water temperature also influences the intensity of UV output. Water at about 

22οC is the most suitable surrounding for a UV lamp to operate. To minimize 

increases in temperature caused by radiation, UV lamps are always covered with 

quartz sleeves or jackets, which are transparent to UV light and act as temperature 
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buffers. 

Finally, the radiation output of a UV lamp depends upon the life span of the 

device. The light intensity generated by the lamp deteriorates with time. The light 

manufacturer suggests replacing the lamp after 10,000 hours of use.  

Most previous studies focus on the mechanism and effect of UV radiation on 

bacteria associated with drinking water and wastewater. Or studies have focused on 

the UV light apparatus. Little work has been done exploring the rate of bacterial 

deactivation and the factors that affect this rate and thus is the focus of this work 

 

3.3 Materials and methods 

Sterilization. To maintain sterility and collect the most accurate data possible, all 

equipment and glassware including flasks, centrifuge bottles, test tubes, pipette tips, 

and graduated cylinders were autoclaved for 20 minutes, and all solutions for 45 

minutes, at 121oC and 1 atm of pressure. All solution transfers and bacterial isolations 

were carried out in a biosafety hood. 

Bacteria isolate. Bacteria that live in UPW systems are mostly gram negative, and 

several species seem to be indigenous to UPW systems. These include: Ralstonia 

pickettii, Bradyrhizobium sp., Xanthomonas sp., Pseudomonas saccharophilia, and 

Stenotrophomonas strains (Kulakov et al., 2002; Martyak et al., 1993; McAlister, 

2002). In this research, one strain of Xanthomonas sp. bacteria isolated from the UPW 

system immediately downstream from the UV254 apparatus was investigated (Figure. 

3).  The strain of bacteria used is the same one used in previous studies that focused 
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on what factors affect the survivability of bacteria in UPW systems (McAlister et al., 

2002).  

Cultivation. The bacterial cultures were grown in flasks containing 

approximately 300 ml of R2A media (0.5 g yeast extract, 0.5 g proteose peptone, 0.5 g 

casamino acids, 0.5 g dextrose, 0.5 g soluble starch, 0.3 g K2HPO4, 0.3 g sodium 

pyruvate, 0.05 g MgSO4 in 1L UPW) (Reasoner and Geldreich, 1985), at 180 rpm 

and room temperature. Cultures were grown between 10.5 to 76 hours. Aseptic 

techniques were used. 

Culture preparation. The spent media with the cells was centrifuged three times 

for 20 minutes at 8000 rpm. The second and the third times the cells were placed in a 

10 mM sodium phosphate buffer (0.6122g/L NaH2PO4 and 0.6956g/L Na2HPO4) to 

remove any residual R2A from the cells. Then the cells were resuspended in UPW for 

between 22 and 190.5 hours, depending on the experiment, before using them in cell 

death experiments in order to simulate the conditions found in a UPW system. The 

optical density of the resuspended bacterial solution was approximately 1.0 A at 600 

nm, which corresponds to a cell concentration of 109 to 1010 cells per mL. The cells 

were diluted to 0.1 AU, corresponding to about 108 CFU/ml. The diluted cells were 

put in a glass bowl (170×90) with a stir bar. The final diluted solution volume was 

always 600 ml. 

UV radiation. The bacterial culture was placed on the stir plate under the UV 

lamp. Two different lamps were used. One was a G10T51/2L, ozone free, UV254 

lamp and the other was a G10T51/2VH, ozone producing, nominal UV185 lamp 

(Atlanic Ultraviolet Corporation). The latter produces considerable ultraviolet output 
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at 254 nm and only a small amount at 185 nm. The difference between these two 

lamps is that G10T51/VH uses high purity fused quartz which is transparent to both 

254 nm and 185 nm, while the glass for G10T51/2L is only transparent to 254 nm 

light. Thus, the power output of UV254 of both lamps should be almost the same if 

the lamps used are new. Samples were taken every 15 seconds until no bacteria could 

be detected by plating. 

The natural death rates of the bacterial strains used in this research without UV 

radiation are very slow and neglectable, the bacteria dying under the exposure of UV 

light can be attributed to the effect of UV light. The bacterial concentration changes 

with time for UV light for a particular wavelength λ according to the following 

equation (Crittenden et al., 2005):  

(
��

��
)� = −�	�
� 

Where (dC/dt)λ = rate of change in organisms exposed to light of wavelength λ 

C = organisms concentration exposed to light of wavelength λ, CFU/cm3 

Λλ = coefficient of specific lethality for light of wavelength λ, m2/J 

I λ = intensity of light at wavelength λ, W/m2a 

The specific bacterial deactivation coefficient Kd is defined as: 

Kd = Λλ I λc 

which is a function of bacterial properties, light wavelength and light intensity. Since 

Kd of each reaction directly reflects the property of bacteria with the same light 
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exposure and same light intensity, it is used as a scale in measuring the UV resistant 

property of each bacterial strain.  

UV intensity measurement. Hamamatsu UV power meter C8026/H8025 

(Hamamatsu photonics K.K.) was used to measure and calibrate the intensity of 

UV254 issued by both lamps. Sensor head H8025-254 was placed at a height equal to 

the middle level of experiment solution for each measurement.  

Plating and numeration. The samples were serially diluted using 10 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer. The last two dilutions for each time point were plated on R2A 

medium. They were incubated at room temperature for two to four days. Then the 

bacterial colonies were enumerated. The logarithm of the sample concentration was 

taken and graphed against the exposure time. The death rate here represents UV 

radiation inactivating rate, involving the rate of deactivating and killing those bacteria 

that could no longer grow on nutrient agar plates. 

3.4 Results and analysis 

Because the UV light radiation power deteriorates with the age of the lamp, the 

two lamps, G10T51/2L, ozone free, UV254 lamp, G10T51/2VH, ozone producing, 

nominal UV185 lamp were measured by a UV254 power meter to see the radiation 

power trends under different conditions. It was observed that the UV radiation power 

was closely related to the temperature of the lamp system. When the initial 

temperature of the lamp system was higher, the issued UV radiation power was higher. 

Figure 3.5 shows the UV254 radiation power measured as a function of time when the 

initial temperature of the lamps and ballast was at room temperature. The temperature 

of the light system increased rapidly immediately after the light was turned on and 



then stabilized for several minutes. The UV254 radiation power increased rapidly at 

first. At approximately 1 minute, it reached its peak. The rapid increase in lamp 

temperature may be r

temperature stabilized, a slow decline in UV output as a function of time was 

observed. 

Figure 3.5 UV254 radiation power changes with respect to time for both lamps.

Although the UV output power of

time of irradiation, the integrated UV254 radiation power, UV254 radiation intensity, 

shown in Figure 3.6 gives a nearly linear relationship with respect to time. In other 

words, the UV dosage is actually almos

UV power as a function of time for a given lamp could be neglected. The ratio 

between the slope of G10T51/VH and that of G10T51/2L is about 0.8166, because, in 

this study, the G10T51/2L lamp was new and the

other work, thus the amount of transmitted light at a wavelength of 254 nm varied 

between the lamps and was monitored continuously as a function of time.

 

then stabilized for several minutes. The UV254 radiation power increased rapidly at 

first. At approximately 1 minute, it reached its peak. The rapid increase in lamp 

temperature may be responsible for the rapid increase in UV output. When the 

temperature stabilized, a slow decline in UV output as a function of time was 

5 UV254 radiation power changes with respect to time for both lamps.

Although the UV output power of the two lamps are not linear with respect to 

time of irradiation, the integrated UV254 radiation power, UV254 radiation intensity, 

6 gives a nearly linear relationship with respect to time. In other 

words, the UV dosage is actually almost proportional to time. Therefore, the effects of 

UV power as a function of time for a given lamp could be neglected. The ratio 

between the slope of G10T51/VH and that of G10T51/2L is about 0.8166, because, in 

this study, the G10T51/2L lamp was new and the G10T51/2VH had been used for 

other work, thus the amount of transmitted light at a wavelength of 254 nm varied 

between the lamps and was monitored continuously as a function of time.
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 Figure 3.6 UV254 radiation intensity changes with respect to time for both lamps.  

3.4.1 Bacterial Deactivation 

The experiments were first carried out by growing the bacteria in R2A until it 

reached the late exponential stage (18 hours), stimulated in UPW for 24 hours before 

UV radiation. The height between the UV lamps to the middle of bacteria solution 

was 140 mm. The bacteria death rate was first order with respect to bacterial cell 

number under both UV185 and UV254 lamp exposure was shown in Figure 3.7. The 

slope of each line (Kd) is proportional to UV intensity as well as the bacteral death 

rate, which is 0.258 s-1 for the UV185 lamp, 0.315 s-1 for the UV254 lamp. The ratio 

between these two slopes is 0.819, a little bit higher than the ratio between the UV254 

intensities radiated by UV185 lamp and UV254 lamp. Since the UV254 emission of 

UV254 lamp was more than that of the UV185 lamp, and the UV185 emission by the 

UV185 lamp takes only small part of the whole UV radiation (5%), the bacteria died 

more quickly under the UV254 lamp than the UV185 lamp. At the mean time, the 

small amount of UV185 radiated by UV185 lamp did contribute to the bacterial death 
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rate, which was presented by the little bit higher slope ratio. 

The UV energy consumed in destructing the bacteria at concentration of 109 

CFU/cm3 is about 0.1 W.s/cm2. While the UV dosage required for destroying 

bacterial species living in UPW system are around or below the UV dosage used in 

this research, then the UV deactivating reaction tendency obtained from MF254A also 

applies to other bacterial strains living in UPW. Refer section 2.1 for detail analysis. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Comparison of death rates of MF254A with exposure to UV254 and UV185 lamps. 

3.4.2 Effect of UV185 

As mentioned before, UV185 kills bacteria and destroys organic impurities 

meanly by producing active oxidants in aqueous surrounding. But how effective does 

this mechanism work? And how far it can go? The following work was used to 

answer these questions.   
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In order to eliminate the effect caused by different amount of UV254 radiation, 

the distance between th

mm. At this distance, the UV254 radiation power was equal to that produced by the 

UV254 lamp alone (Figure 

Figue 3.8 Matched UV254 radiation power curve from G10T51/2VH with respect to ti

second. 

 Figure 3.9 shows the death of MF254A 

lamps with the same level of UV254 radiation 

time the UV185 line is stepper than the UV254 line, indicating that the death rate 

under the UV185 lamp exposure is much higher. Comparing the two slopes, which are 

0.43 s-1 and 0.31 s-1 for the UV185 and UV254 lamp respectively, the ratio equals 

1.387. 

 

In order to eliminate the effect caused by different amount of UV254 radiation, 

the distance between the UV185 lamp and the bacterial solutions was increased by 30 

mm. At this distance, the UV254 radiation power was equal to that produced by the 

UV254 lamp alone (Figure 3.8). 

8 Matched UV254 radiation power curve from G10T51/2VH with respect to ti

shows the death of MF254A upon exposure to UV

lamps with the same level of UV254 radiation as a function of time in seconds

time the UV185 line is stepper than the UV254 line, indicating that the death rate 

r the UV185 lamp exposure is much higher. Comparing the two slopes, which are 

for the UV185 and UV254 lamp respectively, the ratio equals 
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8 Matched UV254 radiation power curve from G10T51/2VH with respect to time in 

UV254 and UV185 

as a function of time in seconds. This 

time the UV185 line is stepper than the UV254 line, indicating that the death rate 

r the UV185 lamp exposure is much higher. Comparing the two slopes, which are 

for the UV185 and UV254 lamp respectively, the ratio equals 
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Figue 3.9 Comparison of death rates of the MF254A cells with exposure to the UV254 and UV185 

lamps with same level of UV254 emission. 

 However, according to the manufacturer’s description, approximately 95 % of the 

ultraviolet energy emitted from STER-L-RAYTM germicidal lamps is at the mercury 

resonance line of 254 nm. As shown in Figure 3.10, besides UV254 and UV185, 

G10T51/2L & G10T51/2VH also irradiate at other UV wavelenghs like UV313 and 

UV365. DNA does not absorb UV light above wavelengths of 300 nm, which means 

only UV254 and UV185 have effect on bacteria. Furthermore, UV185 at most is 

responsible for 5 % of the ultraviolet emission. If UV185 light kills bacteria at the 

same efficiency with UV254, the ratio between the death rates with and without 

UV185 radiation should be around 1 divided by 0.95, equal to 1.053, which is much 

lower than the observed experimental ratio 1.387, providing that the bacteria death 

rate is proportional to the UV radiation intensity (Li, 2005).  One thing that must be 

emphasized is that the experiment was repeated several times, and the same results 
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were obtained. Therefore, it’s reasonable to conclude that UV185 is very powerful at 

deactivating bacteria and even more powerful than UV254. It indicates that the 

process of free radical production and organic oxidization is very quick and efficient 

even though the effect of UV185 is limited by water absorption. While the bottom line 

is that mass transfer is not the controlling factor. 

  

Figure 3.10  Relative spectral energy distributions (Atlanic Ultraviolet Corporation).  

3.4.3 Bacteria living condition effect 

In addition to the UV light source, two other factors were found to affect the UV 

radiation death rate. One is the bacterial growing time; the other is the UPW 

stimulation time. The UV185 lamp was chosen to perform this work. 

Figure 11 illustrates the relationship between bacterial UV radiation deactivation 

rate and cell growth time. The growth curve shows that, after a lag phase of 

approximately 5 hours, the bacterial cells reached their exponential growth phase, and 

after 18 hours, they entered stationary phase. Although there is no clear mathematical 

relationship between the death rate and different growth phases, the cells died more 
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and more quickly as growth time increases. The experiments show that a decrease in 

growth rate corresponds to an increase in UV cell death rate. Table 3.1 summarizes 

data from Figure 3.11. 

 

Figure 3.11  Bacterial growth curve compared with death rate caused by UV185 radiation. 

Table 3.1 UV radiation deactivation rate with respect to growth time. Error is reported 
at the 95% confidence level.                                                                                       

 

Figure 3.12 shows how the UV radiation death rate of the cells changes with 

the UPW stimulation time and Table 3.2 summarizes the data. When the cells were 

placed in UPW for 48 hours or less prior to performing death experiments with UV 

light, the death rates were high at 0.33 s-1. If the culture was placed in UPW for 

between 2 and 7 days prior to performing death experiments, the death rates decreased 

to the lowest point 0.26 s-1. However, after stimulation in UPW for more than 149 
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hours, the death rate increased to 0.33 s-1, and remained the same for the rest of 

experimental conditions investigated within the 95% confidence error range. This 

result is reasonable. After the bacteria were transferred into this extreme surrounding 

from nutrient abundant media, they did not have sufficient time to adjust to UPW and 

they were more vulnerable. After intermediate stimulation times, this species was able 

to adapt to the stringent condition; the bacteria became tough and not easily killed. 

After long stimulation times, the relatively high bacterial concentration (1010 cells/mL) 

made them weaker and the death rate increased again.  

 

Figue 3.12 MF254A death rate with respect to UPW stimulation time. 

Table 3.2 UV radiation deactivation rate with respect to UPW stimulation times. Error 
is reported at the 95% confidence level. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

UV radiation efficiency is primarily limited by medium conditions such as water 

quality, water flow rate, water dispersion, and water temperature. Secondly, it is 

affected by the conditions of light system such as lamp age, temperature of ballast and 

lamp, and how long time the lamp has been on. UV185 is very effective in killing 

bacteria, and even more powerful than UV254. The process of free radical formation 

and organic oxidation is very fast and effective. Thirdly, and the most important for 

bacterial deactivation, the death rate also is affected by the living conditions of the 

bacteria.  

For the bacterial strains used in this study, a longer growth time corresponds to a 

faster death rate by UV radiation. Furthermore, a decrease in growth rate corresponds 

to an increase in UV cell death rate. When the UPW stimulation time increases, the 

resistance of the bacteria reaches a peak value, and then decreases. The bacteria 

surviving in UPW need some time to adapt their surroundings.  
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CHAPTER 4  

A STUDY OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECT ON BACTERIA 

SURVIVING IN ULTRAPURE WATER SYSTEMS 

4.1 Abstract 

Many technologies are available to remove and /or deactivate organic and 

inorganic impurities. Here we investigated the effect of ultraviolet light on bacteria 

present in Ultra Pure Water (UPW) systems. Research focuses on two strains of 

Xanthomonas sp. bacteria MF254A and 3A1, which are ubiquitous in UPW systems. 

The death rates of both species under UV radiation were first order with respect to 

bacteria concentration. Colonies with different phenotypes were observed growing on 

the plates routinely with more than 2 minutes UV radiation for both species. 16s 

rRNA test proved that they were mutants induced by UV radiation, and appeared to be 

an adaptation to UV radiation since the mutants were more resistant to UV treatment. 

Therefore, deactivating bacteria only by UV treatment is not sufficient to meet the 

current stringent purity requirements of UPW systems. 

4.2 Introduction 

Ultrapure water (UPW) is highly purified water, low in ions, particles, organic 

matter and colloids. With the development of modern science and technology, UPW 

purity requirements grow progressively more demanding; the current standard is less 

than ppb quantities of all contaminants. Among all of the impurities (organics, salts, 

metal ions) in water that need to be eliminated, microorganisms are unique, because 

they can reproduce and proliferate.  Moreover, once they are removed, they may re-

enter a water system through a piping connection or by contact with air. It is almost 
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impossible to completely eliminate bacteria (Meltzer, 1997).   

Although UPW is almost devoid of nutrients, oligotrophic bacteria still find a way 

surviving. Most of them attach to the wall of UPW system. Organic matters in the 

bulk water tend to adhere to surfaces to achieve reduced free surface energy and 

higher entropy, therefore providing a thin layer to which bacteria can readily adhere. 

Once they adhere to the surface, the bacteria excrete glycoproteins and 

heteropolysaccharides, forming an extracellular glycocalyx matrix, which is readily 

hydrated, making the surface of the biofilm gelatinous and slippery. The glycocalyx 

matrix acts as a protective barrier, allowing nutrients to diffuse through the layer, 

while excluding deleterious chemicals or reagents. This is why many methods for 

removing microorganisms from water systems are very effective against free floating 

organisms, but far less effective in treating those embedded in biofilms (Kulakov et al., 

2002; Elasri et al, 1999).  

 The ratio of sessile to planktonic organisms in water is estimated at 1:1,000 to 

10,000. For UPW, the fraction of sessile organism could be even higher because of the 

extremely low bulk nutrient level (Geesey, 1988). In a certain sense, bacterial 

attachment is advantageous for UPW treatment, since the film collects and 

concentrates ionic components that are contained in the water. However, biofilms tend 

to break apart releasing components into the water causing spikes of contaminant 

loading. Periodic sanitizing of the water system to destroy existing biofilms is 

necessary. Ozone, chlorine, and other chemicals are often used to disrupt and remove 

biofilm. On the other hand, the small fraction of floating organisms in bulk UPW that 

are not removed via filtration methods are inactivated or killed using ultra violet (UV) 
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light. 

UV treatment has been widely applied in ultra pure water disinfection systems. 

However, no accepted standard has been established. Compared to other disinfection 

methods, the performance of UV is influenced more by factors of water quality, water 

temperature, liquid dispersion, short circuiting, and the residence time spent in 

transition zones (Meltzer, 1997). As a result, over design is normal in UV treatment 

systems to ensure bacterial death.  

Chemical disinfectants initially attack the outside surface of organisms, while UV 

radiation penetrates the organism carapace, being absorbed by DNA 

(deoxyribonucleic acid), RNA (ribonucleic acid) and enzyme molecules. UV265 is the 

most germicidal because this is the specific wavelength at which DNA maximally 

absorbs UV light. However, UV254 and UV185 are more common in practical use, 

because UV lamps with mercury/argon mixtures provide the highest efficiency, 

easiest operation, and best performance. Moreover, UV254 is very efficient in 

inactivating and killing bacteria. 

 UV254 causes direct DNA damage. The radiation excites DNA molecules, 

causing abnormal covalent bonds between adjacent thymine or cytosine molecules in 

a DNA strand, producing pyrimidine dimers and cytotoxic photoproducts 

(pyrimidine(6-4) pyrimidone) (Figure 4.1) (Rajeshwar and Donat-P, 2002). These 

dimers and photoproducts essentially make the DNA molecule deformed and the 

progress of polymerases is inhibited, resulting in cell death or mutation. Furthermore, 

UV radiation can cause more serious damage like breaking chains, crosslinking DNA 

with itself, crosslinking DNA with other proteins, and forming other byproducts. In a 
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UPW system, filtration units follow the UV254 unit to remove both alive and dead 

bacteria (Figure 4.2). 

 

Figure 4.1 Illustration of thymine dimer formation by UV light, and repair mechanisms. 

Most forms of life evolved with some exposure to sun light, which includes 

significant amounts of UV irradiation. Thus, the process of evolution has addressed 

UV-induced damage by generating mechanisms to reverse mutational changes in 

DNA in order to insure replication occurs (Figure 4.1). These mechanisms fall into 

two basic classes: photoreactivation and dark repair. Just as the name implies, 

photoreactivation only takes place in the presence of light whereas dark repair has no 

such requirement. Organisms capable of dark repair generally show much greater UV 

resistance. Photoreactivation is carried out by an enzyme known as photolyase, which 

can bind complimentary DNA strains and break pyrimidine dimmers, converting them 

back to the original bases upon adsorbing a blue-light photon (wavelength 350 to 450 

nm). With dark repair, excinuclease (also called correndonuclease), an endonuclease, 

can detect T dimers and nick DNA strands on the 5' end of dimer. However, if the 
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exposure of UV light is sufficient to cause massive numbers of dimers to form in the 

DNA of a cell, the enzymes are unable to effectively cope with this situation and 

incorrect bases are inserted for the damaged bases, eventually resulting in cell 

mutation or death (Friedberg et al., 1995; Setlow, 1967).  

Bacteria also have ability to sense and respond to rapid environmental attack by 

alternating gene expression. It is often controlled at the transcriptional level through 

changes in association between the catalytic core of RNA polymerase and the 

different sigma factors present in a bacterial cell (Boruhov and Nudler, 2003). The 

responsibility of RNA polymerase is to recognize appropriate genes under specific 

environmental conditions, creating the mRNA transcripts that can be translated into 

new proteins. Sigma factors are dissociable subunits of prokaryotic RNA polymerase. 

Once the sigma factor is associated with RNA polymerase, the holoenzyme forms and 

recognizes conserved DNA motifs called promoter sites that precede gene sequences. 

The sigma subunit separates from the core RNA polymerase right after transcription 

begins, becoming available for another association. Associations between various 

factors and core RNA polymerase actually control the ability of the RNA polymerase 

holoenzyme to recognize different promoter sequences and express totally different 

sets of target genes. UV radiation may also induce this kind of stress response (Boor, 

2006).  

UV185 kills bacteria by two mechanisms. Since this wavelength is of higher 

energy, UV185 can break the bonds in an organic molecule by direct UV radiation. 

This action is slow and limited by the absorption of UV radiation by water.  While in 

an aqueous environment, UV185 can cause the production of hydroxyl and 
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hydroperoxyl free radicals, which are active intermediate reactants that oxidize 

organic impurities efficiently (Yabe et al, 1989). Thus after UV185 treatment, organic 

contaminants can be transformed into molecules such as water and dissolved carbon 

dioxide. Degasifier and mixed bed deionizing resin units are required after the UV185 

source to eliminate gases and the ions produced during the oxidation process (Figure 

4.2). Mixed bed ion-exchange resins are effective in removing small ions, but they 

also can be habitats for microbe re-growth, so after this process, there is the need for 

additional sterilization by UV254, and further filtration (Governal and Shadman, 

1992).  

 

Figure 4.2  Schematic illustration of the UPW system (Pilot scale, University of Arizona). 

The overall goal for this research is two fold. First, a better understanding of how 

bacteria survive and adapt to extreme environments such as UPW is required. 

Secondly, new methods for destroying bacteria must be found if the traditional 

methods prove to be insufficient. Results presented in this paper focus on 

understanding how microorganisms survive and adapt to UV treatment in an UPW 

treatment system. Understanding the mutation trends induced by UV light will 
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determine if UV light treatment alone is sufficient for deactivating bacteria in UPW 

systems or if new methods must be found. 

4.3 Materials and methods 

Sterilization. To maintain sterility and collect the most accurate data possible, all 

glass and plastic ware including flasks, centrifuge bottles, test tubes, pipette tips, and 

graduated cylinders were autoclaved for 20 minutes, and all solutions for 45 minutes, 

at 121oC and 1 atm of pressure. All solution transfers and bacterial isolations were 

carried out in biosafety hood. 

Bacteria isolates. Two strains of the same species were tested. Both of them were 

isolated from the pilot plant UPW system at the University of Arizona and identified 

using 16S RNA sequence analysis (McAlister et al, 2002). The strain designated 3A1 

was isolated from the piping after the first UV254 treatment of pretreatment stage 

(Figure 2); the strain designated MF254A was isolated from the pipe after the UV254 

source in the polishing loop.  

Cultivation. The bacterial cultures were grown in flasks containing approximately 

300 ml of R2A media (0.5 g yeast extract, 0.5 g proteose peptone, 0.5 g casamino 

acids, 0.5 g dextrose, 0.5 g soluble starch, 0.3 g K2HPO4, 0.3 g sodium pyruvate, 0.05 

g MgSO4 in 1L UPW) (Reasoner and Geldreich, 1985), at 180 rpm and room 

temperature. Cultures were grown until they reached late exponential phase. Aseptic 

techniques were used. 

Culture preparation. The spent media with the cells was centrifuged for 20 

minutes at 8000 rpm. The cells were then washed twice via centrifugation using a 10 
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mM sodium phosphate buffer (0.6122g/L NaH2PO4 and 0.6956g/L Na2HPO4) to 

remove any residual R2A from the cells. Then the cells were resuspended in UPW for 

2 days before using them in cell death experiments in order to simulate the conditions 

found in a UPW system. The optical density of the resuspended bacterial solution was 

approximately 1.0 AU at 600 nm, which corresponds to a cell concentration of 109 to 

1010 CFU per mL. The cells were diluted to 0.1 AU, corresponding to about 108 

CFU/ml. The diluted cells were put in a glass bowl (170×90) with a stir bar. The final 

diluted solution volume was always 600 ml. 

UV radiation. The bacterial culture was placed on the stir plate under the UV lamp. 

Two different lamps were used. One was a G10T51/2L, ozone free, UV254 lamp and 

the other was a G10T51/2VH, ozone producing, nominal UV185 lamp (Atlantic 

Ultraviolet Corporation). The latter produces considerable ultraviolet output at 254 

nm and only a small amount at 185 nm, which is capable of producing ozone from 

oxygen in the air. The distance between the UV lamp and the middle depth of the 

bacteria liquid was 140 mm. Samples were taken every 15 seconds until no bacteria 

could be detected on agar plates. 

Plating and numeration. The samples were serially diluted using 10 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer. The last two dilutions for each time were plated on R2A. They were 

incubated at room temperature for two to four days. Then the bacteria colonies were 

enumerated. The logarithm of the sample concentration was taken and graphed 

against the exposure time. 

Mutant isolation. Several different colored colonies grew on the plates after the 

cells were exposed to UV light. Normally these colonies appeared after longer UV 
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light exposure time. After ensuring no contamination occurred, on

was isolated and placed in 5 ml of R2A medium. After about two days, cell growth 

occurred. Then, this small starter culture was transferred to 300 ml of R2A media. 

After another two days, the bacterial solution was centrifuged, washed a

UV radiation experiments, or frozen for later experimentation. 

PCR amplification. Total DNA was isolated from a single bacterial colony grown 

on an R2A agar plate after exposure to UV light. DNA was extracted via boiling cells 

for 20 minutes. 

The amplification of the 16S rRNA was performed by PCR with 

fD1 [5′-AGA-GTT-TGA-TCC-TGG-CTC-AG

GCT-ACC-TTG-TTA-CGA-CTT-3′, positions 1513

(Weisburg et al, 1991). One set of designed primers (Forward primer 

GTACGGTCGCAAGACTG], positions 955 to 971; and reverse primer

GCCCTCCCGAAGGTTAAG], positions 1527 to 1510; estimated fragment size is 

555bp) was used to determine the phenotypes of the colonies.  
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light exposure time. After ensuring no contamination occurred, one of these colonies 

was isolated and placed in 5 ml of R2A medium. After about two days, cell growth 

occurred. Then, this small starter culture was transferred to 300 ml of R2A media. 

washed and used in 

DNA was isolated from a single bacterial colony grown 

extracted via boiling cells 

The amplification of the 16S rRNA was performed by PCR with one set of 

AG-3’, positions 7 to 

positions 1513 to 1494] 

set of designed primers (Forward primer SXF: [5'-

, positions 955 to 971; and reverse primer SXR: [5'-

; estimated fragment size is 

do not mean that they will bind to anything. They are 

PCR/sequencing primers that bind to a sequence found in many plasmid cloning 

These sequences were defined as good PCR and sequencing sites as they 

where an inserted DNA sequence would be put. 

Forward primer and reverse primer anneal the target DNA reversely in order to 

work well. In many cases, a 

or die off at the end. In other words, 

only duplicate the part from the designated start point to 
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somewhere around the middle point of the target DNA; reverse primer only duplicate 

from the end point backwards. If the DNA portion amplified by forward primer can 

overlap the portion produced by reverse pimer, the whole target sequence can be 

achieved by “assembling” the two partial sequences. If not, analysis only can be done 

on the basis of partial sequenced target DNA. 

Amplification was carried out in volumes of 25 µl with 12.5µl of 2X Promerga 

Green mix, 0.5 µl of forward primer, 0.5 µl of reverse primer, both at 1µM, 6.5 µl 

water, and 5.0 µl template DNA.  The program used for the PCR was: denaturation at 

95⁰C for 3 minutes, followed by 35 cycles of 95⁰C for 1.5 minutes, 57.1⁰C for 1.5 

minutes, and 72⁰C for 1.5 minutes. PCR product purification was done according to 

QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit protocol (QiaGEN).  

 Sequence of 16S rRNA gene. Then amplified 16S rRNA was sequenced by 

Genomic Analysis & Technology Core at University of Arizona (Applied Biosystems 

3730xl sequencers). The Sequencing Protocol is as follows: 

1. Make a 1:10 dilution of BigDye (100µl BigDye, 450µl RNase free water, 

450µl 5X Sequencing Buffer). 

2. Add the reaction components in the following order: 5.5µl RNase free water, 

6µl 1:10 BigDye, 2.5µl DNA and 1µl primer. Seal the plate with clear 

amplification tape, spin it down and cycle using the BigDye Protocol. 

3. Use EDGE Biosystems V3R Short Block for removal of unincorporated dye 

terminator. 

a. Set up a counter balance using another Short Block and balance on a 

digital scale to ensure that both are the same mass (± 0.010g). Spin blocks 

in centrifuge at 2100 rpm on max acceleration for 3 min to retrieve buffer. 

b. Transfer the completed reaction into the corresponding wells and balance. 

Place blocks in centrifuge and spin at 2100 rpm on max acceleration for 5 
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min.  

4. Load the plate on the 3730XL sequencer. 

Sequence alignment and similarity. Alignments of the sequences were performed 

by using the CLUSTALW program. Sequence similarity was done by using BLAST 

programs from the EMBL and GenBank databases. 

Transmission electron microscopy. To avoid destroying outer cellular membrane 

features like flagella etc., cells were directly harvested from R2A medium in late 

exponential growth phase without washing and centrifuge. They were stained using a 

2% phosphotungstic acid in solution (pH 7.18), dried onto carbon and piloform coated 

copper grids, and then observed with a JEOL 100 CX II transmission electron 

microscope (TEM) in the University Spectroscopy and Image Facility at University of 

Arizona. 

4.4 Results and analysis 

4.4.1 Bacteria strains, mutants, and revertants 

Bacteria isolated from different points of UPW system were identified by 16S 

rRNA test by former researchers. Two strains of bacteria, 3A1, isolated from 

pretreatment stage; and MF254A, isolated from polishing stage were believed to be 

the same species. More contaminants and thus nutrients are available in the 

pretreatment loop of the UPW system as compared to the polishing loop. The growth 

characteristics of these strains were different (McAlister et al, 2001), and it is 

hypothesized that the strains resistance to UV treatment is also different. 

During the experiments with both strains, some cells of a different phenotype 

(visible color changes) appeared routinely on the plates. More specifically, after the 
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original MF254A was exposed to UV light (both UV254 & UV185) for a relatively 

long period of time (more than 2 minutes) and then plated, a few yellow colonies 

often grew. These yellow colonies grew in tight, small circles while the original 

MF254A colonies, which were white in color, were more likely to spread over the 

nutrient surface. This resulting bacterium will be referred to as MF254A(M). 

Similarly, some orange colored colonies often appeared after the original 3A1 

was exposed to UV light which will be referred to as 3A1(M). The 3A1(M) had some 

unique characteristics. After isolation, cultivation, wash and separation, the cells 

adhered together. It was so hard to disperse the bacterial agglomeration that these cells 

could not be re-exposed to UV light. Instead they were vortexed to separate them into 

small grains and placed in the freezer. After about one week, the frozen 3A1(M) seed 

was removed and cultured in R2A at room temperature for about three days. For the 

first 36 hours, there was no obvious change in the culture liquid, and no evidence of 

cell growth. However after 3 days, the cell culture did not appear orange as expected, 

instead, a white culture similar as the original type was observed. These cells no 

longer clumped together and will be referred to as 3A1(R) (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3  Ilustration of bacterial strains, mutants and revertants used in this experiment. 

4.4.2 Species identification by PCR and 16S rRNA sequence 

In order to prove that the colonies that appeared on the plates, MF254A(M), 

3A1(M), 3A1(R) were not contaminations, PCR amplification and 16S rRNA gene 

sequence analysis was carried out. One set of universal primers (fD1, rP2) was used 

first to amplify the 16S rRNA genes of MF254A, MF254A(M), 3A1, 3A1(M), 3A1(R) 

(Weisburg et al, 1991). The PCR result and the number of sequenced 16S rRNA base 

pairs for each bacterium strain by each primer were generalized in Table 4.1.  

MF254A, 3A1, 3A1(R) showed a positive reaction to the set of universal primers, 

while the mutant ones did not anneal well to the primers. Probably, the anneal sites on 

the mutants were blocked or deformed by UV radiation.  

Table 4.1 Results from the PCR and 16S rRNA sequence. 

 

fD1 rP2
MF254A (+)760bp (+)960bp
MF254A(M) (-) (-)
3A1 (+)450bp (+)870bp
3A1(M) (-) (-)
3A1(R) (+)450bp (+)750bp

Universal primersBacteria
Strains
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 For MF254A, the sequences for both fD1 and rP2 were pretty good. The fD1 

made an about 760 bp portion, and the rP2 primer made a 960 bp portion for MF254A. 

Since the total sequence investigated was 1500 bp from the forward and reverse 

directions, there was approximately a 360 bp overlap. 

For 3A1 and 3A1(R), the part of the sequence which was considered good was 

short and there was no overlap between the reverse and forward sequences. The fD1 

primer yielded a sequence which was only about 450 bp long for both strains and the 

rP2 primer yielded one that was about 870 bp long for 3A1, 750 bp long for 3A1(R).  

which means there were about 180 bp (1500 - 870 - 450 = 180) missing for 3A1, and 

300 bp(1500-750-450=300) missing for 3A1(R). 

The 450 bp sequences yielded by fD1 for 3A1 and 3A1(R) were not continuous as 

they should be, some base pairs missed occasionally. They were not comparable.  

Sequence alignment was only performed on the sequences made by the rP2 primer.   

With the same starting point controlled by the rP2 primer,the first 745 bp sequences of 

3A1 and 3A1(R) were exactly the same. Since 3A1(R) was cultured from 3A1(M), if 

3A1(R) is the same species as original 3A1, 3A1(M) should be the same, verifying 

that 3A1(M) is a mutant of 3A1, and not a contaminant. 

 To gain further understanding of the bacteria and the mutants, a set of specific 

primers (SXF,SXR) was designed based on the conserved region of available 

sequence from the mutual 745bp of MF254A, 3A1 and 3A1(R).  The expectation is 

that their annealing sites over this region are still active avoiding consequences caused 

by UV light.  On the other hand, if the resulting sequence of this 16S rRNA segment 

in MF254A(M) is same as the other strains, it at least provides another evidence that 
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MF254A(M) is from the same species as MF254A. In other word, MF254A(M) is a 

mutant of MF254A in stead of contaminations. Fortunately, the PCR showed positive 

to the SXF primer, and about 400 bp was amplified, showing almost 100% similarity 

to the corresponding 16S rRNA portion of MF254A, 3A1 and 3A1(M).  

 Based on the mutual 745 bp sequence provided by MF254A, 3A1 and 3A1(M), 

sequence similarity gave 100% identity and 100% positives to Stenotrophomonas 

maltophilia, Xanthomonas sp., and uncultured bacterium clone.  

4.4.3 Morphological evidence provided by TEM technique 

The 16S RNA data was able to narrow down the species type to one of 3 

possibilites as well as demonstrate that the original cells and the mutants/revertants 

were the same species. To determine which species, TEM were performed on all 

strains concerned, except 3A1(M), which was too sticky and too dense to observe. 

The result shows that all the strains have similar morphology (Figure 4.4~7). They are 

all rod shaped, and all have one slime polar flagellum. The flagella are long and 

striking, and tangled together when the bacterial concentration was high, further 

indicating that they are all from the same species. 

 

Figure 4.4  MF254A stained by 2% phosphotungstic acid in water. Magnification: 14k. 
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Figure 4.5  MF254A(M) stained by 2% phosphotungstic acid in water. Magnification: 14k. 

  

Figure 4.6  3A1. Stained by 2% phosphotungstic acid in water. Magnification: 4.8k. 

 

Figure 4.7  3A1(R) stained by 2% phosphotungstic acid in water. Magnification: 14k. 
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According to the description of Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology:  

Stenotrophomonas cells are morphologically uniform and appear as slender straight or 

curved rod, single or in pairs; the cells have two or more polar flagella as Figure 4.8 

shows, whereas Xanthomonas sp. typically have only one polar flagellum per cell. 

The Stenotrophomonas colonies may be yellow or greenish yellow. 

 
Figure 4.8  Stenotrophomonas maltophilia strain ATCC 13637. Leifson flagella stain. Bar =  5µm 

Xanthomonas sp. is described as a strain that typically exist as single colony or 

occasionally in short chains without filament. Unfortunately, there is no TEM picture 

available for this species in the literature. The colonies are often yellow and can be 

smooth and mucoid.  Based on appearance alone, the bacteria used in this research are 

more like Xanthomonas sp., since the colonies are light yellow, smooth and butyrous, 

and sticky. None of them has flagella like Stenotrophomonas maltophilia. Therefore, 

based on both the phylogenetic analysis of the 16S rRNA genes and the appearance, 

all of these strains are most closely related to Xanthomonas sp.  

From hence forth, these two variants of MF254A will be discussed as MF254A, 

which is the original strain and white in color, and MF254A(mutant), which is yellow 
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in color (Figure 4.3).  

Based on the same partial 16S rRNA sequence result, and same phenotype with 

the original 3A1, it’s reasonable to consider that the mutant 3A1 had reverted to the 

original strain. Most possibly, the mutation induced by UV radiation was controlled 

by various connections between the catalytic core of RNA polymerase and the 

different sigma factors under lethal threatening condition.  Once the living 

surrounding gets back or well enough for the sigma factors to act normally, the mutant 

or/and its prolification revert back to the original strain. In this case, the nutrient 

abundant media and long time cultivation may be the cause of reversal. It is also 

possible that the cells may be undergoing a “dark repair” since there was not a light 

source present during the possible reactivation. From hence on, these strains will be 

discussed as 3A1 for the original strain that is white in color, 3A1 (mutant), which is 

orange in color, and 3A1 (revertant), which is also white in color (Figure 4.3).  

Because the mutations were induced by UV radiation, it is hypothesized that the 

mutant may have a higher resistance to UV light than the original strains. This 

hypothesis and a comparison of light sources (UV254 & UV185) is the focus of the 

results presented. 

4.4.4 Factors affecting the final bacterial UV radiation death rate 

The death rate here represents UV radiation inactivation rate. Cells were 

considered deactivated or dead if they were not able to grow on nutrient plates. . The 

death rate is connected with several factors. First of all, it is function of UV 

wavelength. As a previous study shows (Liu and Ogden, 2009), UV 185 is more 

effective at killing bacteria than UV254 provided good mass transfer. Secondly, death 
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rate is limited by energy & mass transfer in medium such as water quality, water flow 

rate, water dispersion, and water temperature. Thirdly, it is affected by the conditions 

of the light system such as lamp age, and temperature of lighting system. Finally, and 

the most important for bacterial deactivation is bacterial living conditions: a longer 

growth time corresponds to a faster death rate, and if bacteria are well adjusted to 

their environment they are harder to deactivate. After excluding all the possible 

factors affecting UV radiation efficiency by maintaining the same irradiation 

conditions, a series of experiments were carried out to see the different UV resistance 

properties shown by the wildtype and mutant strains of MF254A. As mentioned 

before, the mutant 3A1 was too sticky to get reasonable result from UV radiation 

experiment,, only 3A1 and 3A1(revertant) were processed  

4.4.5 Death rates as a function of MF254A and its mutant: 

This set of experiments involved comparing the effects of UV185 and UV254 on 

the death rate of MF254A cells. Both the wildtype and mutant cells were exposed to 

both UV light sources. Figure 4.9 gives the comparison between MF254A & 

MF254A(mutant) when exposed to UV185 light. For MF254A, there is a linear 

relationship between logarithmic cell concentrations versus UV exposure time for the 

first 60 s. The death rate of MF254A (mutant) is first order with respect to cell 

concentration for the first 75 seconds, but not from 75 to 90 seconds. One possible 

explanation is that the data at longer time intervals has more error. There are less than 

10 colonies per plate at the long time point, where statistically it is better to have 

between 30 to 300 colonies per plate for enumeration. In addition, several other 

parallel experiments showed that the first order reaction rate trend is common for UV 
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radiation.  

 

Figure 4.9 Comparison of death rates between MF254A and MF254A (mutant) under UV185 

exposure. 

Figure 4.10 gives the comparison between MF254A and mutant MF254A when 

exposed to UV254 light. MF254A died and can be modeled as a first order reaction 

with exposure time. Complete cell death was observed after 60 seconds. MF254A 

(mutant) again showed a tailing effect for later time points.  
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of death rates between MF254A and MF254A(mutant) under UV254 

exposure. 

Table 4.2 summarizes the data shown in Figures 4.9&10. The death rates of 

MF254A under both lights are higher than that of MF254A(mutant). This confirms 

the hypothesis that the mutant cells were actually adapting to the UV light.  

Table 4.2 Kd of MF254A and mutant under different UV lights. 

 

4.4.6 Death rates as a function of 3A1 and its revertant: 

This set of experiments was done using the 3A1 cells, the original and the 

revertant strain. It took about 1.5 days to observe wildtype colonies growing on the 

nutrient plates that were large enough to enumerate, but at least 2 days were needed 

for the revertant to grow. 
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Figure 4.11 gives the comparison between 3A1 & 3A1(revertant) when exposed to 

UV185 light. Both strains died according to first order kinetics with respect to cell 

concentration as a function of UV exposure time over the whole time range. 

 

Figure 4.11 Comparison of death rates between 3A1 and 3A1(revertant) under UV185 exposure. 

Figure 4.12 shows the comparison between 3A1 & 3A1(revertant) with exposure 

to UV254. Both strains die off in 75 seconds, no tailing was observed and the death 

rate is first order. No clear difference exists between these two species in terms of 

death rate. 
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of death rates between 3A1 and 3A1(revertant) under UV254 exposure. 

All the data for strain 3A1 are summarized in Table 4.3. In contract to the result 

obtained from MF254A, 3A1 and 3A1(revertant) seemed to have the same death rate 

within 95% confidence level under UV185 and UV254 exposure, further confirming 

that the cells reverted to their original phenotype. The hypothesis was that mutant 

cells would develop resistance to the UV light. Since it was impossible to expose the 

orange 3A1(mutant) to UV light, it is difficult to prove or disprove this hypothesis 

using this strain.  

Table 4.3 Kd of both wildtype and revertant 3A1 under different UV lights. 
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however all contaminants throughout the entire UPW system are quite low. Therefore, 

it is not surprising that the death rates of the original or wildtype cells are the same. 

4.5 Conclusions 

Two bacterial strains originating from different points of UPW system belong to 

the same species with a very close relationship to Xanthomonas sp. They also behave 

in a similar manner when exposed to UV light.   

Mutations frequently occur after a relatively longer UV exposure time of more 

than 2 minutes. The mutants isolated from experiments performed with both bacterial 

strains were more adhesive than the original strains, growing in flocs and adhering 

more readily to each other and to other surfaces. Although the floc formation can limit 

cell growth, the adhesive microcolony actually can protect contained cells from UV 

radiation (Elasri and Miller, 1999). Mutant strains tended to have a color on the red 

end of visible light spectrum compared with the original strains, which may be an 

adaptation phenomenon specialized to deal with ultra violet exposure (Feng, 2006; 

Costin, 2007). 

Certain mutants can revert back to the original strains. In this work, evidence is 

provided to demonstrate that 3A1(M) is able to revert to its original phenotype when 

placed in a rich media for growth. . Furthermore, after re-growth, this revertant had 

the same death rate as the original phenotype. The ability to revert, may be controlled 

by the different associations between various sigma factors and DNA polymerase 

cores, and/or undergoing a “dark repair” without available light sources. 

UV deactivation rates were first order reactions with respect to UV exposure time. 
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Mutant was more resistant to UV radiation under both UV185 and UV254. It could be 

resulted from the more adhesive property and the different colors of the mutants. It 

also provides a direct demonstration that oligtrophic bacteria can adapt to UV 

radiation. Completely deactivation bacteria living in UPW systems by UV radiation is 

impossible. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY STUDY OF 

BACTERIA EXPOSED TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT 

5.1 Abstract 

Ultraviolet radiation is widely used in water treatment, especially in ultra-pure 

water (UPW) systems to deactivate and kill bacteria. Upon exposure to UV light, cells 

can mutate to increase their ability to repair any damage done by the light. A strain 

originally isolated from a UPW system, MF254A, and an mutant of this strain 

(MF254A(M)), that was isolated after exposure of the original strain to UV light, were 

studied using FTIR spectroscopy  to determine  structural and chemical changes in the 

cell surface. Previous study shows that, the mutant MF254A is more resistant to UV 

radiation than the wildtype and it is also more adhesive. FTIR spectra suggests that 

the mutant strain has a more well-organized membrane, more stabilized protein 

structures, more adhesive cell-wall,  an increase in nucleic acid content, and likely 

better DNA, RNA recovery mechanisms in the mutant strain as a higher concentration 

of nucleic acids are present in the mutant strain .   

5.2 Introduction 

The practical utility of using UV light to inhibit and inactive most 

microorganisms is well documented (NIOSH, 2008; Hockberger, 2002) as inducing 

photochemical reactions that alter biomolecules such as DNA in microorganisms. The 

resulting biomolecule changes inhibit the growth of the cells, and kill them if the 

dosage is high enough. Because UV light is highly efficient, has a low capital and 
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operation cost, and leaves no residual compounds compared to sterilization using 

chlorine, ozone and membrane disinfection (Meltzer, 1997), it is been widely used in 

water treatment, especially in Ultra-pure water (UPW) systems. For the 

semiconductor and pharmaceutical industries, UPW purity is critical. Killing and 

eliminating microorganisms from UPW is especially essential as a single bacterium or 

its degradation fragments may seriously damage the quality of final products. 

Understanding how UV light affects microorganisms in UPW, causing mutations and 

eventually deactivating or killing the microbes is of operational importance for system 

use. 

In previous studies, bacteria with different properties characterized as 

Xanthomonas sp. were isolated from UPW systems. After exposure to UV radiation 

for more than 2 minutes, the cells routinely mutated into different phenotypes 

(possibilities of contaminant were excluded).  The mutant colonies underwent color 

changes from white to yellow or red. It’s possible and likely that these color changes 

represent an adaptation to UV exposure in excluding more UV adsorption (Feng, 2006; 

Costin, 2007).   

The mutants were more adhesive than wildtype, since the colony of the original 

ones tended to spread over a solid nutrient surface, while the mutants tended to form 

tight circular colonies and were difficult to disperse. A property of biofilm forming 

bacteria is the ability to adhere to surfaces to protect the cells from adverse conditions 

such as, UV radiation. 

Mutant cells showed higher resistance to UV radiation than the wildtype, 

demonstrating that bacteria living in UPW system do have the ability to adapt to UV 
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treatment. Microorganisms are well known to be able to adapt to their surroundings. 

The adaptation seen here is sustainable across microbial generations which suggest a 

gene level adaptation. 

Since it has been established that UV light causes visible changes in phenotype, 

it is desirable to understand how UV light affects the cellular structure and 

constituents. Fourier transform infrared FTIR spectroscopy is a classical tool in the 

study of molecular structures and interactions, and has been extensively used in 

chemistry, physical chemistry and solid state physics. Coblentz W.W first suggested 

IR be used in biological analysis in 1911, and the actual application started in the 

1950s (Riddle, 1956). However, use of this technique for more routine study of 

microorganisms did not begin until the 1980s, when the modern interferometric IR 

spectroscopy and the low-cost minicomputers became prevalent for practical use 

(Naumann, 2000).  

FTIR spectroscopy provides multi-peak spectra that reflect the multiple 

components present in the sample (Naumann et al., 1996). FTIR measures vibrations 

of functional groups and highly polar bonds making up of the vibrational features of 

major cellular constituents such as proteins, lipids, polysaccharides and nucleic acids, 

membranes, and cell-wall components. FTIR allows for the chemically based 

discrimination of microbial cells without destruction and produces reproducible and 

distinct “fingerprints” for each microbe. Furthermore, it is quick, reliable and requires 

little biomass and simple sample preparation. With the addition of multivariate 

statistical methods, the application of vibrational spectroscopy in the microbiology 

field, FTIR has been mostly used in bacterial classification and identification 
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(Naumann et al., 2000). It has also been used to characterize growth-related 

phenomena (Zeroual et al., 1993; Boualam et al. 2002), cell-drug interactions (Amiali 

et al. 2007) and to quantitatively determine the amount of microbes in binary mixed 

populations (Nicolaou et al., 2008; Oberreuter et al., 1999). 

FTIR works best for detecting variations in cells when there are small differences 

in the FTIR spectrum for each microbial species; no bands with too intensive feature 

to be detected as linear; Beer’s law is obeyed; signal-to-noise ratio is high enough; 

samples are homogeneous; and diffuse scattering at the sample surface can be 

minimized (Naumann, 2000). In this case, FTIR is just appropriate for a comparison 

between the wildtype and mutant MF254A. 

IR spectra of microorganisms not only provide information of molecular 

composition of the cells, but also reflect the diversity of structural changes, intra- and 

intermolecular interactions including: H-bonding, lipid-protein interactions and 

conformational states such as α- or β- structures of proteins. Although exact 

interpretation of every spectral band is still topic of study, many spectral features have 

been distinguished by applying resolution enhancement techniques, such as 

smoothing, first and second derivatives, Fourier self-deconvolution etc.. To date, 

about 150 spectral features have assignments on the chemical components leading to 

absorbance peaks at a specific wavelength (Naumann 2000; Riley et al. 2006). Among 

all employed FTIR sample introduction techniques, such as transmission, diffuse 

reflectance and attenuated total reflection, transmission mode is the most common 

applied method. Biological samples represent a challenge for FTIR since they are 

primarily comprised of water. Water is so highly absorptive in the mid-IR region that 
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weak features from other dissolved biological substances are superimposed within the 

large IR spectra dominated by water. For transmission measurements, the sample can 

be dried on an infrared-transparent IR-card or other sample carrier, so that the 

absorption resulted from water is minimized. At the same time, the relative 

concentration of each IR active component is kept constant. However, the dessication 

process and environmental conditions need to be well controlled as the relative 

humidity in the sample film may affect spectral features in FTIR spectrum (Naumann, 

2006). The quality of the spectrum can also be impacted by the sample homogeneity, 

particle size and thickness (Schmitt & Flemming, 1996). 

5.3 Materials and methods 

Bacteria isolates. One strain of Xanthomonas sp., MF254A was isolated from 

the piping after the second UV254 treatment in polishing stage from the pilot plant 

UPW system at the University of Arizona and identified using partial 16S rRNA 

sequence analysis. It was processed by UV radiation, which generated a mutant with a 

different phenotype. MF254A and its mutant were compared by FTIR spectroscopy. 

Sterilization. To maintain sterility and collect the most accurate data possible, all 

laboratory glassware and plastics including flasks, centrifuge bottles, test tubes, 

pipette tips, graduated cylinders were autoclaved for 20 minutes, and all solutions for 

45 minutes, at 121oC and 1 atm of pressure. All solution transfers and bacterial 

isolations were carried out in biosafety hood. 

Cultivation. The bacterial cultures were grown in flasks containing 

approximately 300 ml of R2A media (0.5 g yeast extract, 0.5 g proteose peptone, 0.5 g 

casamino acids, 0.5 g dextrose, 0.5 g soluble starch, 0.3 g K2HPO4, 0.3 g sodium 
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pyruvate, 0.05 g MgSO4 in 1L UPW), at 180 rpm and room temperature. Cultures 

were grown until they reached the stationary phase, which is20 hours. Aseptic 

techniques were used. 

Culture preparation. In order to eliminate the contribution of the growth medium 

to the IR spectra, the spent media with the cells was centrifuged three times for 20 

minutes at 8000 rpm. The second and the third times the cells were placed in a 10 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer (0.6122g/L NaH2PO4 and 0.6956g/L Na2HPO4) to remove 

any residual R2A from the cells. Then the cells were resuspended in UPW for 24 

hours before transferring them on the infrared cards (IR card). The optical density of 

the resuspended bacterial solution was approximately 1.0 A at 600 nm, which 

corresponds to a cell concentration of 109 to 1010 CFU/mL. 

Bacteria attachment. The bacterial solution was mixed by vortexing. A 100 µL 

sample of bacterial solution was transferred onto the transmission window of an IR 

card (Polyethylene, Thermo Electron Corporation) and air-dried in biosafety hood. 

Then the IR card was placed in a dessiccator for 24 hours to avoid spectrum variations 

caused by H2O. 

FTIR spectra. A Nicolet Magna-IR 560 E.S.P. FTIR spectrometer was used. The 

equipment was purged with nitrogen gas for 1 hour before spectral collection. To 

improve the signal-to-noise ratio, spectra were collected in absorbance mode by co-

adding and averaging 256 scans at 4 cm-1 resolution in the mid-IR region (4000-650 

cm-1) automatically by OMNIC software coming with the FTIR equipment. The 

signal was split by a KBr beam splitter in the interferometer and detected by an 

MCT/A detector. The background spectrum was obtained after the N2 purge. This 
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spectrum was subtracted from the bacteria spectra using the OMNIC software.  

FTIR spectra are very sensitive to variations during sample treatment procedure. 

Small changes to culture conditions, such as growing time, medium composition, pH 

value, temperature, as well as small deviations in the drying procedure, such as drying 

time, may be reflected in the spectrum. Therefore, in order to compare spectral data 

from bacteria, the bacterial culture, centrifuge, wash, UPW stimulation conditions, 

sample treatment procedure, and the spectral acquisition parameters were rigidly 

standardized. Spectra were recorded by samples from the same batch of culture 

(Essendoubi et al., 2005). In seeking accurate analysis result, 18 FTIR spectra for 

each strain, wildtype and mutant MF254A were collected. Highly reproducible spectra 

were obtained with each strain. 

Data analysis. Data analysis was performed using OMNIC (Thermo Electron 

Inc., San Jose, CA) and Quick IR+ version 3.1 (Nicolet Instrument, Madison, WI). 

FTIR spectral features often overlap. Therefore, some data preprocessing algorithms 

were employed to analyze the data such as smoothing, second derivative and Fourier 

self-deconvolution (Lin et al, 2004). Smoothing eliminates preferentially the high-

frequency component of the spectral data. It is useful for improving the appearance of 

peaks obscured by noise. The second derivative was used to detect the precise 

position of peaks and/or the peaks mixed within a wider peak. They were plotted 

inversely, so that appearing positive peaks can match the positive peaks in the original 

spectra (Schuster 2001). The Fourier Self-Deconvolution function was applied to see 

the absorbance of subpeaks under a broader feature, with band width 47 and 

enhancement 3. All the peaks were normalized by the intensity of the amide II 
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(protein) peak at 1546 cm-1, which is used as an internal standard measuring 

approximate total cell mass, and then averaged (Naumann 2000). Normalization 

allows elimination of variations from different cell concentrations and pathlengths. 

Three distinct  regions were analyzed:  

(1) 3000~2800 cm-1, which is primarily due to C-H stretching vibrations of CH3 

and >CH2 functional groups of  fatty acid chains in various cell membrane 

structures (Naumann, 2000).  

(2) 1800~1300 cm-1, mainly composed of (a) amide I and amide II bands 

(1700~1500 cm-1), indicating protein stucture information, such as the 

predonmimace of α-helix or β-sheet structures, (b) >C=O stretching 

vibrations of the ester functional groups in lipid (~1740 cm-1), (c) >C=O 

stretching vibrations of base pairing in nucleic acids (~1716 cm-1), (d) 

complementary information of lipid struture deformation located between 

1470~1350 cm-1, and (e) information of sugar structure (~1419 cm-1) (Riley, 

2006; Kacurakova and Mathlouthi, 1996).  

(3) 1300~700 cm-1, mainly consisted of (a) >P=O double band asymmetric 

(~1240 cm-1), and symmetric(~1083 cm-1)  stretching vibrations of 

phospholipid and neucleic acid, (b) C-O-C and C-O-P stretching vibrations 

of  different oligosaccharides,  polysaccharides and mucins of bacterial cells 

(1200~900 cm-1)(Al-Qadiri et al., 2006) and (c) vibrational peaks from 

various nucleic acid bases (cytosine, uracil, adenine, guanine, and tyrosine) 

(970~700 cm-1).  

5.4 Results and analysis 
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Representative spectra of MF254A(wildtype) and MF254A(mutant) are shown 

in Figure 5.1. Observation of the raw spectra after the background is subtracted allows 

one to determine reproducibility of the spectral data and identifies regions of variation 

between spectra (Essendoubi et al., 2005). For MF254A and its mutant significant 

differences are observed with the most prominent are in the range between 3000 to 

2800 cm-1, and 1800 to 700 cm-1. 

 

Figure 5.1  Averaged spectra of MF254A and its mutant (normalized by peak 1546 cm-1).  

In order to quantitatively analyze the structural and component differences 

existing between wildtype and mutant MF254A, Fourier self-deconvolution(FSD) 

was applied to idetify the component absorbance features withing a more complex 

peak. Figures 5.2 illustrates the mechanism of  FSD. Unlike the function of Second 

derivative, FSD does not change the area under ther peaks so that it can be used in 
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quantitative analysis.  

 

Figure 5.2 Illustration of Fourier Self  Deconvolution. 

Figure 5.3 provides an example of a typical FTIR spectrum shown with a 

spectrum processed by FSD for MF254A(wildtype). Limited by the paper size, peaks 

presented by FSD are squeezed, not easy to distinguish. Detailed comparizon between 

MF254A(wildtype) and MF254A(mutant) will be shown by enlarged FSD spectra 

later. The highest peaks for both strains were located at the same point: 2850 cm-1, 

which is related to the CH2 symmetric stretching vibrations existing in lipid molecules 

(Lasch et al., 2002).  
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Figure 5.3 Typical FTIR spectrum of MF254A(wildtype) (W12), and the resolved spectrum after 

Fourier self-deconvolution (FSD). 

Spectral peaks with obvious absorbance intensity differences as well as 

meaningful structural or/and component assignments, were selected to make the 

comparison between wildtype and mutant MF254A. Detailed information of the 

location and intensity of each peak is summarized in Table 5.1.  
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Table 5.1. Statistical summary of absorbance peak locations and normalized 
absorbance intensities for wildtype and mutant MF254A within 95% confidence level 
(n=18). 

 

Wave NO.
Corrected 

Area
Wave NO.

Corrected 

Area

2960
CH3    asymmetric stretching 

vibrations
Lipids 2959.6±0.5 0.90±0.08 2959.3±0.5 0.67±0.04

2930
CH3     asymmetric  stretching 

vibrations
Lipids 2935.0±0.2 1.6±0.2 2937.2±0.9 0.16±0.05

2875
CH3     symmetric stretching 

vibrations
Lipids 2875.2±0.3 1.0±0.2 2873.2±0.3 2.1±0.2

2850 CH2  symmetric stretch Lipids 2851.5±0.5 3.3±0.6 2850.3±0.0 5.6±0.5

1740 >C=O stretch, ester linkage Lipids 1741.4±0.0 0.85±0.07 1741.4±0.0 0.629±0.008

1716 C=O Nucleic acid 1716.4±0.0 0.23±0.01 1714.3±0.2 0.430±0.009

1690 Beta turns structures Amide I 1690.0±0.6 0.66±0.03 1685.5±0.0 0.574±0.009

1655
Stretching C=O and 

bending C-N vibrations
Amide I 1658.5±0.0 0.72±0.05 1658.5±0.0 1.72±0.03

1635-

1634

Intermolecular beta-sheets 

(disappear>75
o
C)

Protein 1633.3±0.2 0.99±0.01 1635.4±0.0 0.64±0.01

1575

NH2 bending vibrations/ 

nucleotide bases (partially) 

like adenine

Amide II /nucleic 

acide
1573.7±0.0 0.208±0.003 1573.5±0.2 0.262±0.006

1546
Bending N-H and stretching 

C-H
Amide II 1546.7±0.0 1.00±0.00 1546.7±0.0 1.0±0.0

1468
CH2  symmetric deformation 

bend (scissoring)
Lipids 1466.7±0.6 1.1±0.1 1462.1±0.6 0.54±0.08

1419 Sugars(II) 1415.5±0.3 0.26±0.02 1415.4±0.2 0.107±0.007

1240
PO2  asymmetric stretch 

vibrations

Phospholipids 

and nucleic acid
1236.3±0.6 1.2±0.2 1239.7±0.7 0.42±0.01

1170
CO-O-C asymmetric 

stretching

Phospholipids/c

holesterol esters
1170.1±0.8 0.19±0.04 1178.8±0.9 0.045±0.005

1150 C-O stretch, C-O-H bend
Carbohyrate, 

mucin
1151.8±0.5 0.058±0.004 1151.3±0.0 0.249±0.005

MF254A  Corrective area: peak 1546, 

n=18,P=95%,t=2.110

Wildtype summary Mutant summary
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Figures 5.4, 6, 8 illustrate the typical magnified FSD spectra of both strains for 

each range showing the location and the relative size of each peak. The area under 

each peak in FSD spectra is proportional to the absorbance intensity which represents 

the abundance of the corresponding structure or component. The relative size of each 

peak in the same figure with same absorbance unit (AU) indicates the relative 

abundance of each feature.  

As shown in Figure 5.4, the peak at 2850 cm-1, the highest peak in the whole 

MIR range for both wildtype and mutant MF254A, is taller and larger for the mutant 

(5.6±0.5 absorbance unit (AU) for mutant) than for the wildtype (3.3±0.6 AU for 

wildtype) within 95% confidence level. This indicates a larger concentration of CH2 

symmetric stretching vibrations in the mutant. 

Wave NO.
Corrected 

Area
Wave NO.

Corrected 

Area

1083 O-P=O symmetric stretch Phosphates 1086.3±0.6 0.22±0.01 1083.8±0.0 0.49±0.01

1061 C-N and  C-C Carbohydrate 1062.1±0.4 0.25±0.01 1060.7±0.0 0.308±0.003

991 ribose-phosphate,sugar Carbohydrate 987.1±0.4 0.28±0.03

970
Phosphate-choline moieties 

(partially)
Phospholipids 977.7±0.0 0.140±0.009

964 DNA, phospho-lipids 960.5±0.2 0.36±0.03 961.0±0.5 0.092±0.003

914 C-O-P vibration 916.0±0.2 0.24±0.02 916.1±0.2 0.115±0.004

778-

782

Cytosine, uracil 

(phosphoric acid esters)
Nucleic acid 781.0±0.0 0.26±0.02 779.1±0.0 0.159±0.004

720 Adenine Nucleic acid 721.0±0.3 0.35±0.07 717.5±0.2 0.50±0.03

MF254A  Corrective area: peak 1546, 

n=18,P=95%,t=2.110

Wildtype summary Mutant summary
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Figure 5.4  Comparison of FSD spectra between MF254A and its mutant at range 3000~2600 cm-1. 

In this range between 3000~2800 cm-1, most features are representative of lipid 

structure changes, bands at 2875 cm-1(CH3 symmetric stretch), 2930 cm-1(CH2 

asymmetric stretch), and 2960 cm-1(CH3 asymmetric stretch) also reveal statistically 

significant differences between wildtype and mutant MF254A (Figure 5.5). Both 

absorption intensities of CH2 symmetric stretch (2850 cm-1) and CH3 symmetric 

stretch (2875 cm-1) of mutant MF254A are higher than that of the wildtype one. Both 

asymmetric stretch features are smaller in the spectra for the mutant than those of the 

wildtype. CH2 symmetric stretching vibrations are primarily found in cells within long 

chain hydrocarbons such as found in cell membranes. Figure 5.5 presents a summary 

of the aborbance features for lipid containing compounds. Recall that spectra have 

been normalized based on 1546 cm-1 to account for small differences in biomass, 

therefore the results in Figures 5.5 can be considered as presenting differences in lipid 

content per consistent amount of total cellular protein. Combined with the 
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complimentary information provided by peak 1468 cm

reduction of the amount of CH

spectra, it is reasonable to believe that the structure of the mutant membrane is more 

organized and close-grained than the wildtype.  Since the function of the membrane is 

to protect bacterial cells from their environment, a well

membrane structure in cells that have been exposed to stress is reasonable.

the dissociation energ

symmetric ones,  not easy to be broken by UV attack.

Note also that the wildtype does h

stretching than does the mutant. This suggests that the local microenvironment of the 

lipids in the two cell types is different perhaps due to composition of the membrane. 

Symmetric stretches represent a

stretches arise predominantly in more molecularly complex environments.

Figure 5.5 Column illustrations of the lipid differences related to fatty acid chains in bacterial 

membrane amphilphiles in wildtype and mutant 

 

complimentary information provided by peak 1468 cm-1, which indicates the 

reduction of the amount of CH2 symmetric deformation band vibrations  in the mutant 

pectra, it is reasonable to believe that the structure of the mutant membrane is more 

grained than the wildtype.  Since the function of the membrane is 

to protect bacterial cells from their environment, a well-organized and close

membrane structure in cells that have been exposed to stress is reasonable.

ssociation energies of symmetric bonds are relatively higher than that of 

not easy to be broken by UV attack. 

Note also that the wildtype does have greater absorbance for the asymmetric 

stretching than does the mutant. This suggests that the local microenvironment of the 

lipids in the two cell types is different perhaps due to composition of the membrane. 

Symmetric stretches represent a more homogeneous environment whereas asymmetric 

stretches arise predominantly in more molecularly complex environments.

Column illustrations of the lipid differences related to fatty acid chains in bacterial 

membrane amphilphiles in wildtype and mutant MF254A. 
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, which indicates the 

symmetric deformation band vibrations  in the mutant 

pectra, it is reasonable to believe that the structure of the mutant membrane is more 

grained than the wildtype.  Since the function of the membrane is 

organized and close-grained 

membrane structure in cells that have been exposed to stress is reasonable. Meanwhile, 

of symmetric bonds are relatively higher than that of 

ave greater absorbance for the asymmetric 

stretching than does the mutant. This suggests that the local microenvironment of the 

lipids in the two cell types is different perhaps due to composition of the membrane. 

eneous environment whereas asymmetric 

stretches arise predominantly in more molecularly complex environments. 

 

Column illustrations of the lipid differences related to fatty acid chains in bacterial 
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Absorption bands in the region of 1800~1400 cm-1, corresponding primarily to 

protein features, are shown in Figure 5.6. The largest difference between the wildtype 

and mutant is observed for the C=O and bending C-N vibration band of amide I at 

1655 cm-1. This band is correlated to the abundance of α-helical structure in proteins 

(Naumann, 2000). The α-helical feature of amide I structure increased by 1.0 

absorbance unit for mutant strain;  the β-pleated sheet structures of amide I revealed 

by peak at around 1635 cm-1 (Naumann, 2000) decreased by 0.36 AU compared with 

the wildtype.  Furthermore, the antiparallel β-turns structures of amide I at 1690 cm-1 

(Naumann, 2000) presented a small decrese for the mutant. As the greater  α-helical 

structure suggests greater stability of the proteins in the mutant (Meng and Ma, 2001), 

this seems to logically follow an adaptation of the cells to UV light.  There would 

most likely be less β-pleated sheet structures as a result of more protein being in α 

helices. 

NH2 bending vibrations existing in both Amide II and nucleic acid structures is 

shown by peak 1575 cm-1. A small increase is observed in the mutant spectra. All peak 

intensity changes related with protein structures for the two strains are compared in 

the summary Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of FSD spectra between MF254A and its mutant at range 2000~1300 cm-1. 

The peak at 1740 cm-1 is worthy of attention. It is mainly caused by the >C=O 

stretching vibration of ester bound fatty acids and the membrane-forming ester-bound 

lipids. Normally, Gram-negative bacteria have a stronger ester carbonyl band than the 

Gram-positive bacteria due to the double-membrane cell wall. Combined with other 

bands, the peak 1740 cm-1 can be used as marker band of specific interacellular 

storage material, such as PHFs (Poly-β-hydroxy fatty acids). In this case, for two 

Gram-nagtive bacterial strains, the peaks are apparent with the band in the mutant 

strain being smaller than that of the wildtype, suggesting that the wildtype strain 

stores more PHFs.  
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of IR absorption intensity changes related to protein structures existing 

in wildtype and mutant MF254A.

The most substantial changes between the wildtype and mutant spectra at the 

range 1300~900 cm-1

(corresponding to CO-

and 1150cm-1 (corresponding to 

Although both absorption bands were n

peak at 1170 cm-1, and a very small peak at 1150 cm

almost dispeared in the mutant spectra compared with the peak at 1150 cm

apparent difference in this spectral range

991 cm-1 (corresponding to 

(corresponding to phosphate

spectra showed a peak at 970

physiological roles acted by phosphate

 

 

Comparison of IR absorption intensity changes related to protein structures existing 

in wildtype and mutant MF254A. 

The most substantial changes between the wildtype and mutant spectra at the 

1 (Figure 5.8) are the peak intensity variations at peak 1170 

-O-C asymmetric stretch of phospholipids and 

(corresponding to C-O stretch, C-O-H band of carbohydrate and mucin). 

Although both absorption bands were not very strong, the wildtype had a much larger 

, and a very small peak at 1150 cm-1. While the peak at 1170 cm

almost dispeared in the mutant spectra compared with the peak at 1150 cm

apparent difference in this spectral range was that the wildtype had a strong peak at 

(corresponding to ribose-phosphate of carbohydrate), no peak at 970

hosphate-choline moieties of phospholipid). While the mutant 

spectra showed a peak at 970 cm-1 , there was no peak at 991 cm

physiological roles acted by phosphate-choline is to maintain the structural integrity 
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Comparison of IR absorption intensity changes related to protein structures existing 

The most substantial changes between the wildtype and mutant spectra at the 

8) are the peak intensity variations at peak 1170 

and cholesterol esters) 

of carbohydrate and mucin). 

ot very strong, the wildtype had a much larger 

. While the peak at 1170 cm-1 

almost dispeared in the mutant spectra compared with the peak at 1150 cm-1. Another 

was that the wildtype had a strong peak at 

of carbohydrate), no peak at 970 cm-1 

of phospholipid). While the mutant 

eak at 991 cm-1. One of the 

choline is to maintain the structural integrity 
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of cell membrane, the striking feature presented at 970 cm-1 in the mutant spectra may 

suggests a more integrated cell membrane in the mutant. 

 

Figure 5.8 Comparison of FSD spectra between MF254A and its mutant at range 1350~650 cm-1. 

The peak at 1240 cm-1 is correlated to the >P=O double bond asymmetric 

stretching vibrations of phosphodiester, free phosphate and monoester phosphate 

functional groups. The peak intensity decreased by 0.78 AU in the mutant spectra. 

While the intensity of peak at 1083 cm-1, corresponding to the symmetric stretching 

vibration of PO2
- groups in nucleic acids, increased more than twice as that of the 

wildtype. 

Peaks associated with the structure of carbohydrates are shown in Figure 5.9. 

The large variation at 1150 cm-1 (corresponding to C-O stretch, C-O-H band of 

carbohydrate and mucin), provides a possible cause of the more adhesive property 

shown by the mutant bacteria surviving after UV radiation. As a biofilm-forming 

bacterium, MF254A is capable of secreting expopolysaccharide to further concentrate 
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nutrients and adhere more strongly to surfaces. A well-developed biofilm is a 

glycocalyx matrix with bacteria within it. Mucins are a family of large, heavily 

glycosylated proteins, most of which are bound within the membrane due to their 

hydrophobic membrane-spanning domain. Thus the higher concentration of mucins 

indicated in the mutant spectra may correlate with the adhesive property.   

 

Figure 5.9 Comparison of IR absorption intensity changes related to carbohydrate structures 

existing in wildtype and mutant MF254A. 

All the peaks associated with the constituents of nucleic acid are shown in 

Figure 10. Peak 1716 cm-1 is asigned to the >C=O stretching vibration of nucleic 

acids. It is used as a sensitive marker band in probing base pairing in nucleic acids. 

This peak increased by almost two-fold in the mutant compared with the wildtype. In 

combination with two other features at 914 cm-1 and 720 cm-1, both of which indicate 

higher concentrations of nucleic acid in the mutant, one may conclude that more 

nucleic acids are present in the mutant strain.  The purpose of this is not clear, but we 
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hypothesize that this might be 

possessed by the mutant possibly through repair of DNA damage caused by UV 

radiation. 

Figure 5.10 Comparison of IR absorption intensity changes related to nucleic acid structures 
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eatures indicate the existence of more stabilized protein structure in the mutant. The 
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increased content of mucins provides a possible explanation for the increased 

adhesion presented by the mutant. Furthermore, the higher concentration of nucleic 

acid in the mutant strain suggests the possibility of a more robust mechanism for 

nucleic acid repair for the mutant. 

These spectral differences are supported with prior observations of functional 

differences between these two bacteria. Together they suggest the next course of 

evaluation should be to validate differences in membrane composition and 

extracellular polysaccharides layers. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The overall goal for this research consists of two parts. First, a better 

understanding of how bacteria survive and adapt to extreme environments such as 

UPW is required. Secondly, new methods for destroying bacteria must be found if the 

traditional methods prove to be insufficient. Current work focuses on how 

microorganisms survive and adapt to UV treatment in an UPW treatment system. 

Understanding the mutation trends induced by UV light will determine if UV light 

alone is sufficient for deactivating bacteria in UPW systems.  

This study generalized and investigated all the factors that affect UV radiation 

efficiency related to the death rate constant, Kd. It is already well known that water 

quality, water flow rate, water dispersion, and water temperature influence the 

effectiveness of UV radiation, as well as the condition of light system such as lamp 

age, temperature of ballast and lamp, and how long time the lamp has been on. 

Therefore, the major contribution of this study is that it investigated the effects of 

bacterial living conditions on the UV disinfection. For the bacterial strains used in this 

study, a longer growth time corresponds to a faster death rate by UV radiation; a 

decrease in growth rate corresponds to an increase in UV cell death rate. When the 

UPW stimulation time increases, the resistance of the bacteria reaches a peak value, 

and then decreases. The bacteria surviving in UPW need some time to adapt their 

surroundings.  

This research also concludes that UV185 enhances the death rate of bacteria. This 
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rate enhancement only occurs when mass transfer is not a factor, in other words, the 

enhancement is observed when the cell solution is well mixed and the hydroxyl and 

hydroperoxyl ions can readily come into contact with the cells. Since the effect of 

direct UV185 radiation is limited, the mean cause of bacterial death should be 

attributed to the oxidation effect of free radicals produced by UV185 in aqueous 

surroundings. Therefore, enhancement of the rate of killing bacteria with UV185 

suggests that the processes of free radical formation and organic oxidation are very 

fast and effective. Furthermore, since the life time of free radicals induced by UV185 

is very short, the oxidation reaction should happen near the UV radiation contact 

surface, thus the good performance in killing bacteria may result from a good mass 

transfer of bacteria from the bulk flow to the surface. A large UV radiation contact 

surface and turbulent flow is suggested in practical UV185 treatment design. 

Two bacterial strains believed to be the same species, Xanthomonas sp., were 

isolated from different points of UPW system. They behave in a similar manner when 

exposed to UV light. Mutations frequently occur after a relatively longer UV exposure 

time for both strains. The mutants showed more adhesive properties than the wildtype 

strains. As biofilm-forming bacteria, the adhesive property helps them by allowing the 

cells to further concentrate nutrients. Furthermore, cells present in biofilms are better 

protected from UV radiation (Elasri and Miller, 1999).  So the more adhesive property 

shown by the mutants is taken as an adaptive reaction to the UV radiation. 

Furthermore, mutant strains tended to have a color on the red end of visible light 

spectrum compared with the original strains, which may be another adaptation 

phenomenon specialized to deal with ultra violet exposure (Feng, 2006; Costin, 2007). 
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Two types of mutation happened in this work. One is from the gene level, shown 

by MF254A. The property changes presented by the mutant MF254A can be passed 

on from one generation to another generation. Another one is most probably at the 

transcriptional level, like the 3A1. The mutant 3A1 can revert back to its original 

phenotype when grown on rich media after a long cultivation time. Furthermore, after 

re-growth, this revertant 3A1 had the same death rate as the original phenotype. The 

ability to revert, may be controlled by the different associations between various 

sigma factors and DNA polymerase cores, and/or undergoing “dark repair” without 

available light sources. 

The bacterial UV radiation death rates were first order reactions with respect to 

UV exposure time. The mutant showed higher UV resistance under both UV185 and 

UV254 than the wildtype. It may be because of the greater adhesive property and the 

different colors of the mutants. It also provides a direct demonstration that oligtrophic 

bacteria can adapt to UV radiation, and completely deactivating bacteria living in 

UPW systems by UV radiation is impossible.  

The adaptive properties shown by bacteria living in UPW systems mean that once 

the bacteria survive UV treatment, they become tougher to kill and attach more 

readily to equipment surfaces and pipes, making the units following the UV treatment, 

such as the mixed bed ion-exchange resins and ultrafiltration, habitats for microbe re-

growth (Figure 1.1) (Governal and Shadman, 1992). Therefore, many-time 

circulations through polishing loop are not suggested, and more frequent periodic 

sanitation is advocated to destroy and remove the attached bacteria from equipment 

surfaces. 
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On the other hand, based on the more adhesive property shown by the mutant 

strains, if a new unit operation with a large surface area, stable surface property (like 

silver that would not introduce new impurities to the UPW), and good sanitizing 

property (easy to be regenerated), were to follow the UV radiation unit, it may help 

eliminate bacteria in UPW systems in the future.  

Wildtype and mutant MF254A bacteria were examined by FTIR spectroscopy 

and were shown to have multiple differences in spectral features. The changes 

associated with cell wall lipid suggest a well organized and close grained membrane 

structure in the mutant. Protein features indicate the existence of more stabilized 

protein structure in the mutant. The increased content of mucins provides a possible 

explanation for the increased adhesion presented by the mutant. Further more, the 

indication of higher concentration of nucleic acid in the mutant may provide material 

foundation for repair of damaged DNA caused by UV radiation.  

These spectral differences are supported with prior observations of functional 

differences between the wildtype and mutant MF254A. Together they suggest the next 

course of evaluation should be to validate differences in membrane composition and 

extracellular polysaccharides layers. Better understanding of the membrane 

composition and structure changes associated with UV radiation, and more 

specifically, investigating the specific resonance frequency of each bond in lipid and 

polysaccharide constituents existing in bacterial membrane structures can help people 

decide if destroying the adhesive property presented by the mutant strains is a 

possible choice by utilizing medium-pressure UV technology in further removal of 

bacteria in UPW systems (Clancy et al., 1998). 
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APPENDIX A  

ASSIGNMENT OF FTIR PEAKS TO WAVENUMBERS 

 

Wavenumber, cm-1 Assigned bond Formula Author Year

3300 N-H stretching, amide linkage proteins Lasch et al 2002

2960 CH3 asymmetric stretching vibrations lipids Melin et al 2001

2956 CH3 asymmetric stretchig vibration lipids Melin et al 2004

2930 CH2 asymmetric stretching vibrations lipids Melin et al 2001
2924 CH2 asymmetric stretching lipids Rigas et al 1990

2922 CH2 asymmetric stretching vibration lipids Melin et al 2004
2920 CH2 antisymmetric stretch Lasch et al 2002

2875 CH3 symmetric stretching vibrations lipids Melin et al 2001

2855 CH2 symmetric stretching vibrations lipids Melin et al 2001
2854 CH2 symmetric lipids Rigas et al 1990
2850 CH2 symmetric stretch lipids Lasch et al 2002

1743 (~1743)
non-hydrogen bonded ester carbonyl

C=O stretching phospholipids Holman et al 2000
1740 >C=O stretch lipids Pacifico et al 2003
1740 ester linkage lipids Pacifico et al 2003
1737 >C=O (ester) stretch lipids? Lasch et al 2002
1736 Ester C=O stretching modes lipid acyl chains Melin et al 2004
1735 >C=O ester stretching vibrations Singer et al 2005

1730 >C=O ester stretching vibrations
cholesterol esters
and phospholipids Melin et al 2001

1725 (~1725) hydrogen-bonded C=O groups lipids? Holman et al 2000
1716 C=O nucleic acid Riley  2005

1697
beta-sheet structures (intermolecular,

above 70 C)

proteins
(deconvolved

spectra)
Wolkers and

Hoekstra 1997
1690-1620 Amide I Lasch et al 2002
1690-1620 C=O stretch, amide I Amide I, proteins Pacifico et al 2003

1690 beta turns struectures amide I Melin et al 2001

1684-1686
Intermolecular beta sheet (appear

above 75 C) proteins (fitted peaks) Bortolato et al 2002

1682
intermolec anti-parall beta-sheet

struct (above 80
proteins

(deconvolved) Meng and Ma 2001
1660-1670 Amide I Schuster et al 2000

1667 Beta-sheet protein Holman et al 2000
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Wavenumber, cm-1 Assigned bond Formula Author Year

1655
stretching C=O and bending C-N

vibrational modes amide I Melin et al 2001

1653-1652 alpha helices (dissapear above 75 C) proteins (fitted peaks) Bortolato et al 2002
1653 C=O stretching vibrations (mainly) amide I Melin et al 2004
1650 amide I protein Pacifico et al 2003
1640 central alfa-helix proteins Holman et al 2000

1637
Amide I of a beta sheet protein

structure Protein Riley 2005

1635-1634
intramolecular beta-sheets (dissapear

abv 75 C) proteins (fitted peaks) Bortolato et al 2002

1630 (shoulder)
intermolecular hydrogen bonds

between proteins proteins Melin et al 2004
1629 beta sheet structures amide I Melin et al 2001

1628
weak intermolec beta sheets (appear

above 70 C)

proteins
(deconvolved spectr

OMNIC algorithm
18,2) Gaussier et al 2003

1627
beta-sheet structures (intermolecular,

above 70 C)

proteins
(deconvolved

spectra)
Wolkers and

Hoekstra 1997
1623 Beta-sheet protein Holman et al 2000

1619
strong intermolec beta sheets

(appear above 70 C)

proteins
(deconvolved spectr

OMNIC algorithm
18,2) Gaussier et al 2003

1619
Intermolecular beta sheet (appear

above 75 C) proteins (fitted peaks) Bortolato et al 2002

1618-1620
intermolec anti-parall beta-sheet

struct (above 80
proteins

(deconvolved) Meng and Ma 2001
1614 tyrosine amino acid Singer et al 2005
1606 phenylalanine amino acid Singer et al 2005
1605 beta-sheet protein Holman et al 2000
1575 phosphatidylethanolamine Melin et al 2004
1575 NH2 bending vibrations amide II Melin et al 2004

1575
nucleotide bases (partially), like

adenine nucleic acids Melin et al 2004
1575 diaminohydroxy derivative Melin et al 2004
1573 C=C Schuster et al 2000

1570-1530 C-N stretch N-H def Amide II, proteins Pacifico et al 2003
1570-1530 Amid II Lasch et al 2002

1568
N-H bending motion (entropic

changes above 80 C)

turn-like structures
and beta-sheet

structures
Wolkers and

Hoekstra 1997
1546 bending N-H and stretching C-N amide II Melin et al 2001
1544 N-H bending vibrations (mainly) amide II Melin et al 2004

1540
amide II absorption shifted toward low

wavelengths amide II Melin et al 2004
1540-1541 Amide II proteins Pacifico et al 2003
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Wavenumber, cm-1 Assigned bond Formula Author Year

1535
N-H bending motion (entropic

changes above 80 C)

turn-like structures
and beta-sheet

structures
Wolkers and

Hoekstra 1997
 1508 tyrosine  amino acid Riley 2005 

1484
Nucleotide bases, adenine and

guanine nucleic acid Singer et al 2005
1469 CH2 bending vibration lipid acyl chains Melin et al 2004
1468 CH2 sym def lipids Pacifico et al 2003
1468 CH2 symmetric bend (scissoring) lipids Lasch et al 2002
1455 Various CH2/3 deformations modes proteins Lasch et al 2002
1455 CH2/3 deformation modes proteins Pacifico et al 2003
1452 CH2 bending vibration in lipids lipids Melin et al 2001

~1450 delta (-CH2) Schuster et al 2000
1440-1460 (-C-H2) Singer et al 2005

1436 NH3 Riley 2005
1436 sugars (I) Riley 2005
1419 sugars (II) Riley 2005
1397 -COO- symmetric stretch Pacifico et al 2003
1397 -COO- symmetric stretch Lasch et al 2002
1380 CH3 symmetric def lipids? Pacifico et al 2003
1379 CH3 symmetric bend (umbrella) Lasch et al 2002

1340-1240 coupled C-alfa-H/N-H def Amide III, proteins Pacifico et al 2003
1340-1240 Amide III proteins Lasch et al 2002

 1295 CH2 deformation Singer et al 2005 
1230-1295 N-H, C-N Amide III Singer et al 2005 

1249 N-H, C-N random Amide III Schuster et al 2000

1240 PO2- asymm stret vibr
phospholipids and

nucleic acids Melin et al 2004

1240 PO2 asymmetric stretching vibrations
phospholipids and

nucleic acids Melin et al 2001
1237 O-P=O antisymetric stretch Phosphates Lasch et al 2002

1235-1240 O-P=O antisymmetric stretch
DNA, RNA

phospholipids Pacifico et al 2003
1235 (~1235) broad DNA peaks DNA Diem et al 2004

1235
antisymmetric stretching vibrations -

PO2- linkage phosphates Pacifico et al 2003

1234 PO2- asymm stret vibr (downshifted)
phospholipids and

nucleic acids Melin et al 2004
1230 ADP Riley 2005
1211 ATP Riley 2005
1173 -CO-O-C antisymmetric stretch Lasch et al 2002

1170 CO-O-C asymmetric stretching
phospholipids and/or

cholesterol esters Melin et al 2004
1166 fructose, sugar-phosphate carbohydrates Riley 2005

1150 (~1150)
proteins , alpha
helical content

Wolkers and
Hoekstra 1997

1150 C-O stretch, C-O-H bend carbohydrates, mucin Lasch et al 2002
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Wavenumber, cm-1 Assigned bond Formula Author Year

1150 C-O stretch, C-O-H carbohydrates, mucin Pacifico et al 2003
~1130 =C-C= (unsaturated fatty acid) lipids Schuster et al 2000

1122-1129 C-N and C-C (unsaturated fatty acid) lipids Singer et al 2005
1118 ATP (II) Barth et al 1999
1112 ADP (II) Barth et al 1999

1103 glucose (I)
Kacurakove et

al 1996
1102 >PO2- Singer et al 2005
1098 C-C and C-O-C carbohydrate Singer et al 2005

1086 PO2- symm stret vibr
phospholipids and

nucleic acids Melin et al 2004
1085 C-O Singer et al 2005
1083 O-P=O symmetric stretch Phosphates Lasch et al 2002

1080-1290 O-P=O symmetric stretch
DNA, RNA,

phospholipids Pacifico, et al 2003
1080 (~1080) broad DNA peaks DNA Diem et al 2004

1080
symmetric phosphate stretching

vibrations PO2- Pacifico et al 2003

1080 PO2- symm stret vibr
phospholipids and

nucleic acids Melin et al 2004
1077 Phosphate stretching band Phosphates Pacifico et al 2003

1075 (~1075)
galactose (or

osamines) Melin et al 2001
1070 symmetric stretching vibration -PO2- linkage Pacifico et al 2003

1065-1070 -C-O-P stretch
phosphodiester

group, DNA, RNA Pacifico et al 2003
1063 -CO-O-C symmetric stretch Lasch et al 2002
1061 C-N and C-C carbohydrate Singer et al 2005
1058 CO-O-C symmetric stretching mannose Melin et al 2004

1055 (~1055)
mannose (or
osamines) Melin et al 2001

1050 C-O stretch carbohydrates, mucin Lasch et al 2002
1047 sucrose, trehalose Riley 2005
1033 sugars Riley 2005
1030 osidic C-O stretching glucose Melin et al 2004

1030-1130 -C-C-, C-O, delta C-O-H carbohydrates Schuster et al 2000
10,201,261 C-O acetate vibration Alam et al 2004

1004 phenylalanine Schuster et al 2000
1001-1005 phenylalanine Singer et al 2005

991 ribose-phosphate carbohydrates Riley 2005
970 phosphate-choline moieties (partially) Melin et al 2004
968 C-O phosphodiester moiety DNA, phospholipids Lasch et al 2002
914 C-O-P vibration Pacifico et al 2003
897 C-O-C Singer et al 2005
864 furanose-phosphodiester Riley 2005

830,850 tyrosine (protein) amino acid Schuster et al 2000
825 acetate Riley 2005
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Wavenumber, cm-1 Assigned bond Formula Author Year

778-785 cytosine, uracil nucleic acid Singer et al 2005

778-782
cytosine, uracil (phosphoric acid

esters) nucleic acid Schuster et al 2000
720 adenine nucleic acid Singer et al 2005
665 guanine nucleic acid Singer et al 2005
640 tyrosine nucleic acid Singer et al 2005

544-554 carbohydrates Singer et al 2005
407 carbohydrates Schuster et al 2000
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APPENDIX B 

RESULTS FROM 16S RRNA SEQUENCE 

1. Sequence result from the universal forward primer fD1. 

 YL4FD1~MF254A 

 YL3FD1~3A1(wildtype) 

 YL5FD1~3A1(revertant) 

CLUSTAL W (1.83) multiple sequence alignment 

 

 

YL3FD1          ------------------------------------------------------------ 

YL5FD1          ------------------------------------------------------------ 

MF254A          GTGGACTACCAGGGTATCTAATCCTGTTTGCTCCCCACGCTTTCGTGCCTCAGTGTCAGT 60 

                                                                             

 

YL3FD1          ------------------------------------------------------------ 

YL5FD1          ------------------------------------------------------------ 

YL4FD1          GTTGGTCCAGGTAGCTGCCTTCGCCATGGATGTTCCTCCTGATCTCTACGCATTTCACTG 120 

                                                                             

 

YL3FD1          -------------------------TAACACATGCAAGTCGAACGGCAGCACAGAGGAGC 35 

YL5FD1          -------------------------TAACACATGCAAGTCGAACGGCAGCACAGAGGAGC 35 

YL4FD1          CTACACCAGGAATTCCGCTACCCTCTACCACACTCTAGTCGCCCAGTATC-CACTGCAGT 179 

                                         ** ****  * *****  * * * * **  * **  

 

YL3FD1          TTGCTCCTTGGGTGGCGAG---TGGCGGACGAGGTGAG-GAATACAT-CGCGAATCT--- 87 

YL5FD1          TTGCTCCTTGGGTGGCGAG---TGGCGGACGAGGTGAG-GAATACAT-CGCGAATCT--- 87 

YL4FD1          TCCCAGGTTGAGCCCAGGGCTTTCACAACGGATTTAAACGACCACCTACGCACGCTTTAC 239 

                *  *   *** *    * *   *  *    **  * *  **  ** * ***     *    

 

YL3FD1          ACTCTGTCGTGGGGGATAACGTAGGGAAACTTACGCTAATACCGCATACGACCTACGGGT 147 

YL5FD1          ACTCTGTCGTGGGGGATAACGTAGGGAAACTTACGCTAATACCGCATACGACCTACGGGT 147 
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YL4FD1          GCCCAGTAATTCCGAGTAACGCTTGCACCCTTTCG-TATTACCGCGGCTGCTGGCACGAA 298 

                 * * **  *   *  *****   * *  *** ** ** ******    *       *   

 

YL3FD1          GAAAGCAGGGGAT----CTTCGGACCTTGCGCGATTGAATGAGCCGATGTCGGATTAGCT 203 

YL5FD1          GAAAGCAGGGGAT----CTTCTGACCTTGCGCGATTGAATGAGCCGATGTCGGATTAGCT 203 

YL4FD1          GTTAGCCGGTGCTTATTCTTTGGGTACCGTCATCCCAACCGGGTATTAGCCGGCTGGATT 358 

                *  *** ** * *    ***  *     *        *  * *     * *** *    * 

 

YL3FD1          AGTTGGCGGGGTAAAGGCCCAC-CAAGGCGACGAATCCGTAGCTGGTCTGAGAGGATG-- 260 

YL5FD1          AGTTGGCGGGGTAAAGGCCCAC-CAAGGCGACGAATCCGTAGCTGGTCTGAGAGGATG-- 260 

YL4FD1          TCTTTCCCAACAAAAGGGCTTTACAACCCGAAGGCTCTTTCTTCACCCACGCGGTATGGC 418 

                  **  *     ***** *    ***  *** *  **  *       *     * ***   

 

YL3FD1          ---ATCAGCCACACTGGAACTGAGACACGGTCCAGACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGCAGTG--- 314 

YL5FD1          ---ATCACCCACACTGGAACTGAGACACGGTCCAAACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGCAGCCTGC 317 

YL4FD1          TGGATCAGGCTTGCGCCCATTGTCCAATATTCCCCACTGCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGTCT-- 476 

                   ****  *   *    * **    *   ***  *** ** *     * ** **      

 

YL3FD1          GGGAATATTGGACAATGGGCGCAAGCCTGATCCAGCCATACCGCGTGGGTGAAGAAAGAG 374 

YL5FD1          GGGAATATTGGACAATGGGCGCAAGCCTGATCCAGCCATATCACGCGTGGGTGAACAAAG 377 

YL4FD1          -GGACCGTGTCTCAGTTCCAGTGTGGCTGATC-ATCCTCTCAGACCAGCTACGGATTCGT 534 

                 ***   *    ** *    *   * ****** * **                 *      

 

YL3FD1          C-CTTCGGG----TTGTAA--AGCCCTTTTGT------TGGGAAAGAA-ATCCA--GCTG 418 

YL5FD1          C-CTTCGAGCGTTTTTTAAGCAACTCTTTTGTGTATTGTGAAAAGAAATATTCATTCCTT 436 

YL4FD1          CGCCTTGGTGGGCCTTTACCCCGCCAACTAGCTAATCCGACATCGGCTCATTCAATCGCG 594 

                * * * *       * **     *    * *                  ** **       

 

YL3FD1          CG-----CTAATACCC--GGTTGTGGATGACTG----TACCCAA-AGAAAT--------- 457 

YL5FD1          TG-----AAAACACTCCAGGGTATTGATGTCTGGCTTTTCCTAA-ATAAATATACAATCT 490 

YL4FD1          CAAGGTCCGAAGATCCCCTGCTTTCACCCGTAGGTCGTATGCGGTATTAGCGTAAGTTTC 654 

                         ** *  *   * * *        *    *       *  *            

 

YL3FD1          ------------------------------------------------------------ 

YL5FD1          CATGTGTT--CATGTGAATTGGCCTTGGCCAGTATAAAAATGTGTCTTTCTTCATACACT 548 

YL4FD1          CCTACGTTATCCCCCACGACAGAGTAGATTCGCGATGTATTCCTCACCTCGTCCGCCACT 714 
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YL3FD1          ---------------------------------------------------- 

YL5FD1          AATATAGAGAGTGTGTCGTCTCTTTCCGTTTATATCTCA------------- 587 

YL4FD1          CGCCACCCAAGGAGCAAGCTCCTCTGTGCTGCCGTTCGACTTGCATGTGTTA 766 
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2. Sequence result from the universal reverse primer rP2. 

 YL4RP2~MF254A 

 YL3RP2~3A1(wildtype) 

 YL5RP2~3A1(revertant) 

CLUSTAL W (1.83) multiple sequence alignment 

 

 

YL3RP2          TGGCAAGCGCCCTCCCGAAGGTTAAGCTACCTGCTTCTGGTGCAACAAACTCCCATGGTG 60 

YL5RP2          TGGCAAGCGCCCTCCCGAAGGTTAAGCTACCTGCTTCTGGTGCAACAAACTCCCATGGTG 60 

YL4RP2          TGGCAAGCGCCCTCCCGAAGGTTAAGCTACCTGCTTCTGGTGCAACAAACTCCCATGGTG 60 

                ************************************************************ 

 

YL3RP2          TGACGGGCGGTGTGTACAAGGCCCGGGAACGTATTCACCGCAGCAATGCTGATCTGCGAT 120 

YL5RP2          TGACGGGCGGTGTGTACAAGGCCCGGGAACGTATTCACCGCAGCAATGCTGATCTGCGAT 120 

YL4RP2          TGACGGGCGGTGTGTACAAGGCCCGGGAACGTATTCACCGCAGCAATGCTGATCTGCGAT 120 

                ************************************************************ 

 

YL3RP2          TACTAGCGATTCCGACTTCATGGAGTCGAGTTGCAGACTCCAATCCGGACTGAGATAGGG 180 

YL5RP2          TACTAGCGATTCCGACTTCATGGAGTCGAGTTGCAGACTCCAATCCGGACTGAGATAGGG 180 

YL4RP2          TACTAGCGATTCCGACTTCATGGAGTCGAGTTGCAGACTCCAATCCGGACTGAGATAGGG 180 

                ************************************************************ 

 

YL3RP2          TTTCTGGGATTGGCTTACCGTCGCCGGCTTGCAGCCCTCTGTCCCTACCATTGTAGTACG 240 

YL5RP2          TTTCTGGGATTGGCTTACCGTCGCCGGCTTGCAGCCCTCTGTCCCTACCATTGTAGTACG 240 

YL4RP2          TTTCTGGGATTGGCTTACCGTCGCCGGCTTGCAGCCCTCTGTCCCTACCATTGTAGTACG 240 

                ************************************************************ 

 

YL3RP2          TGTGTAGCCCTGGCCGTAAGGGCCATGATGACTTGACGTCATCCCCACCTTCCTCCGGTT 300 

YL5RP2          TGTGTAGCCCTGGCCGTAAGGGCCATGATGACTTGACGTCATCCCCACCTTCCTCCGGTT 300 

YL4RP2          TGTGTAGCCCTGGCCGTAAGGGCCATGATGACTTGACGTCATCCCCACCTTCCTCCGGTT 300 

                ************************************************************ 

 

YL3RP2          TGTCACCGGCGGTCTCCTTAGAGTTCCCACCATTACGTGCTGGCAACTAAGGACAAGGGT 360 
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YL5RP2          TGTCACCGGCGGTCTCCTTAGAGTTCCCACCATTACGTGCTGGCAACTAAGGACAAGGGT 360 

YL4RP2          TGTCACCGGCGGTCTCCTTAGAGTTCCCACCATTACGTGCTGGCAACTAAGGACAAGGGT 360 

                ************************************************************ 

 

YL3RP2          TGCGCTCGTTGCGGGACTTAACCCAACATCTCACGACACGAGCTGACGACAGCCATGCAG 420 

YL5RP2          TGCGCTCGTTGCGGGACTTAACCCAACATCTCACGACACGAGCTGACGACAGCCATGCAG 420 

YL4RP2          TGCGCTCGTTGCGGGACTTAACCCAACATCTCACGACACGAGCTGACGACAGCCATGCAG 420 

                ************************************************************ 

 

YL3RP2          CACCTGTGTTCGAGTTCCCGAAGGCACCAATCCATCTCTGGAAAGTTCTCGACATGTCAA 480 

YL5RP2          CACCTGTGTTCGAGTTCCCGAAGGCACCAATCCATCTCTGGAAAGTTCTCGACATGTCAA 480 

YL4RP2          CACCTGTGTTCGAGTTCCCGAAGGCACCAATCCATCTCTGGAAAGTTCTCGACATGTCAA 480 

                ************************************************************ 

 

YL3RP2          GGCCAGGTAAGGTTCTTCGCGTTGCATCGAATTAAACCACATACTCCACCGCTTGTGCGG 540 

YL5RP2          GGCCAGGTAAGGTTCTTCGCGTTGCATCGAATTAAACCACATACTCCACCGCTTGTGCGG 540 

YL4RP2          GGCCAGGTAAGGTTCTTCGCGTTGCATCGAATTAAACCACATACTCCACCGCTTGTGCGG 540 

                ************************************************************ 

 

YL3RP2          GCCCCCGTCAATTCCTTTGAGTTTCAGTCTTGCGACCGTACTCCCCAGGCGGCGAACTTA 600 

YL5RP2          GCCCCCGTCAATTCCTTTGAGTTTCAGTCTTGCGACCGTACTCCCCAGGCGGCGAACTTA 600 

YL4RP2          GCCCCCGTCAATTCCTTTGAGTTTCAGTCTTGCGACCGTACTCCCCAGGCGGCGAACTTA 600 

                ************************************************************ 

 

YL3RP2          ACGCGTTAGCTTCGATACTGCGTGCCAAATTGCACCCAACATCCAGTTCGCATCGTTTAG 660 

YL5RP2          ACGCGTTAGCTTCGATACTGCGTGCAAAATTGCACCCAACATCCAGTTCGCATCGTTTAG 660 

YL4RP2          ACGCGTTAGCTTCGATACTGCGTGCCAAATTGCACCCAACATCCAGTTCGCATCGTTTAG 660 

                ************************* ********************************** 

 

YL3RP2          GGCGTGGACTACCAGGGTATCTAATCCTGTTTGCTCCCCACGCTTTCGTGCCTCAGTGTC 720 

YL5RP2          GGCGTGGACTACCAGGGTATCTAATCCTGTTTGCTCCCCACGCTTTCTTGCCTCAGTGTC 720 

YL4RP2          GGCGTGGACTACCAGGGTATCTAATCCTGTTTGCTCCCCACGCTTTCGTGCCTCAGTGTC 720 

                *********************************************** ************ 

 

YL3RP2          AGTGTTGGTCCAGGTAGCTGCCTTCGCCATTGGATGTTCCTTCC--TGAAT-CTCTACGA 777 

YL5RP2          AGTGTTGGTCCAGGTAGCTGCCTTCCCCATTGGATGTTCCTTCCCTTGAATTCTCTACGC 780 
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YL4RP2          AGTGTTGGTCCAGGTAGCTGCCTTCGCCAT-GGATGTTCCTCCT----GAT-CTCTACGC 774 

                ************************* **** ********** *      ** *******  

 

YL3RP2          CATTTCACT-GCTTACACCAGGAAATTCCGCTACCCTTCTAACCACAACTCTAGTCCGCC 836 

YL5RP2          AATTTCACTTGCCTA--------------------------------------------- 795 

YL4RP2          -ATTTCACTGCTACACCAGGAATTCCGCTACCCTCTACCACACTCTAGTCGCCCAGTATC 833 

                 ********     *                                              

 

YL3RP2          CAGTAATCCACCTGCCAGTTTCCATGTTGGAGCC-------------------------- 870 

YL5RP2          ------------------------------------------------------------ 

YL4RP2          CACTGCAGTTCCCAGGTTGAGCCCAGGGCTTTCACAACGGATTTAAACGACCACCTACGC 893 

                                                                             

 

YL3RP2          ------------------------------------------------------------ 

YL5RP2          ------------------------------------------------------------ 

YL4RP2          ACGCTTTACGCCCAGTAATTCCGAGTAACGCTTGCACCCTTTCGTATTACCGCGGCTGCT 953 

                                                                             

 

YL3RP2          ----- 

YL5RP2          ----- 

YL4RP2          GGCAC 958 

 

 

3. Sequence result from the designed forward primer SXF 

 

GTACGGTCGCAAGACTGAAACTCAAAGGAATTGACGGGGGCCCGCACAAGCGGTGGAGTATGTGGTTTA

ATTCGATGCAACGCGAAGAACCTTACCTGGTCTTGACATCCACGGAACTTTCCAGAGATGGATTGGTGC

CTTCGGGAACCGTGAGACAGGTGCTGCATGGCTGTCGTCAGCTCGTGTCGTGAGATGTTGGGTTAAGTC

CCGCAACGAGCGCAACCCTTGTCCTTAGTTGCCAGCACGTAATGGTGGGAACTCTAAGGAGACCGCCGG

TGACAAACCGGAGGAAGGTGGGGATGACGTCAAGTCATCATGGCCCTTACGACCAGGGCTACACACGTA

CTACAATGGTAGGGACAGAGGGCTGCAAACCCGCGAGNTNCANGGGCG 
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